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ANOTACE 
 
 
Předkládaná disertační práce se zabývá metodami pro interpolaci bodů v třírozměrném 
euklidovském prostoru pomocí spojité funkce dvou nezávisle proměnných. V první čás-
ti jsou popsány matematické základy nejčastěji používaných metod zpravidla zalo-
žených na exaktních matematických formulacích jako je lineární kombinace bázových 
funkcí, statistická formulace nejlepšího nestranného lineárního odhadu či požadavek 
minimální křivosti výsledné funkce. U každé metody jsou zhodnoceny její přednosti, 
nedostatky a omezení a dále jsou uvedeny disciplíny, ve kterých se metoda využívá. 
Cílem druhé části práce je navrhnout a implementovat novou interpolační metodu 
ABOS (Approximation Based On Smoothing), která by eliminovala omezení existují-
cích metod, byla dostatečně robustní a natolik flexibilní, aby umožnila snadno realizo-
vat představy člověka interpretujícího nějaké měření – ať  už je to komplex geologic-
kých a seismických měření, rozložení teploty, výška sněhové vrstvy, koncentrace látek 
ve zvodni nebo digitální model terénu. 
Nová metoda není založena na matematické definici vlastností výsledné interpolační 
funkce. Místo toho poskytuje nástroje pro modelování tvaru plochy (tři typy vážených 
průměrů umožňujících „napínat“ a „vyhlazovat“ plochu mezi interpolovanými body), 
jejichž vhodnou kombinací spolu s nastavením přesnosti lze dosáhnout jak hladké inter-
polace nebo aproximace, tak i interpolace s ostrými lokálními extrémy. 
Motivací pro vývoj nové metody nebyla pouze eliminace omezení existujících metod a 
dostatečná flexibilita, ale i rychlost interpolace při řešení velkých interpolačních úloh, 
kdy počet bodů dosahuje desítek až stovek tisíců – metoda ABOS je v takových přípa-
dech až dvacetkrát rychlejší než metoda Kriging, která dala vzniknout v padesátých 
létech minulého století novému vědnímu oboru geostatistice. 
Počítačová implementace metody ABOS se skládá ze dvou základních programů. První, 
napsaná v jazyce FORTRAN 77, realizuje vlastní interpolační algoritmus a druhá, na-
psaná v jazyce C, poskytuje grafické uživatelské rozhraní pro zobrazení a snadnou ma-
nipulaci jak se vstupními daty, tak i s výslednými plochami.  
Prakticky byla metoda ABOS využita k vytvoření geologických modelů zásobníků ply-
nu v české republice (Dolní Dunajovice, Štramberk, Lobodice, 9.-11. sarmatský obzor 

zásobníku Tvrdonice), které pak byly aplikovány v třírozměrném dvoufázovém mate-

matickém modelu proudění tekutin v porézním prostředí ECLIPSE. Dále byla metoda 

použita ke konstrukci modelů zvodnělých geologických struktur při řešení sanačních 

projektů v lokalitách CHZ Sokolov, Stráž pod Ralskem a Licoměřice. 

Dnes, po více jak tříleté prezentaci metody ABOS a grafického uživatelského rozhraní 

SurGe prostřednictvím stránek WWW, je metoda využívána tisíci uživateli po celém 

světě v nejrůznějších oblastech – kromě tradičního využití v ložiskovém inženýrství, 

geologii a geofyzice je to rovněž hydrologie, geodesie, archeologie, batymetrie, gravi-

metrie, genetika, neurologie, aerodynamika či jaderná fyzika. 
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List of symbols 
 
Symbol  Meaning 
 

3ℜ    three dimensional Euclidean space 
XYZ   sequence 3),,{( ℜ∈iii ZYX , i=1,…n} of points in 3D space 

2,1 xx    minimum and maximum of x-coordinates of points XYZ 
2,1 yy    minimum and maximum of y-coordinates of points XYZ 
2,1 zz    minimum and maximum of z-coordinates of points XYZ 

),( yxf   interpolation / approximation function 
D   planar domain of ),( yxf  

)(hγ    variogram function 
P   matrix representing grid values 

1,1 ji    size of the grid = number of columns and rows of the matrix P 
Dx   step of the grid in the x-direction 
Dy   the step of the grid in the y-direction 

NB   matrix of the nearest points 
K   matrix of distances 
Kmax      maximal element of the matrix K 
3D   three-dimensional  
RS   resolution of map 
Filter    parameter of the ABOS method used for setting resolution 
Dmc   the minimal Chebyshev distance 
A�B copy of the matrix (or vector or number) A into the matrix (or 

vector or number) B  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
Surface interpolation and construction of maps have been traditionally used in many 
fields such as physics, geophysics, geology, geodesy, hydrology, meteorology, bathym-
etry and so on. 

The intention of this work is to compare commonly used interpolation / approximation 
methods, evaluate their advantages, insufficiencies and limitations and further to design 
and to implement a new universal interpolation / approximation method which would 
enable to solve a quite large class of tasks. 

1.1 Formulation of the interpolation / approximation 

problem 
Let us denote XYZ as a sequence 3),,{( ℜ∈iii ZYX , i=1,…n} of points in 3D space and 
D as a planar rectangular domain containing points ),{( ii YXXY = , i=1,…n}. In this 
work, the solving an interpolation or approximation problem will mean the finding such 
continuous function of two independent variables ),( yxf , for which

iii ZYXf =),(  or 
δ<− iii ZYXf ),(  n,...,1i =∀  respectively. 

Except for trivial cases (for example approximation by a plane or by a polynomial func-
tion of two independent variables of higher degree) it is usually not possible to express 
the interpolation / approximation function by a simple analytic formula. That is why the 
following procedure is used:  

The domain D containing the points XYZ is covered by a regular rectangular grid. At 
each node of the grid the z-value is calculated / estimated by the method solving the 
above-mentioned problem using all points XYZ or using only the points XYZ belonging 
to the certain surrounding of the node. This procedure is called gridding. 

The value of the function f can then be computed, for example, using the bilinear equa-
tion dycxbxyayxf +⋅+⋅+⋅=),( , where the coefficients a, b, c and d are deter-
mined by the corner points of the grid rectangle containing the point ),( yx . 

1.2 Commonly used approaches to solution 
The goal of this section is to present commonly used techniques for solving interpola-
tion / approximation problems and to evaluate their applicability for the solving practi-
cal tasks. The below presented interpolation / approximation methods are: 

- Triangulation with linear interpolation 

- Natural neighbour 

- Inverse distance 

- Minimum curvature 

- Regression by plane with weights 

- Radial basis functions 

- Kriging 
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Modification of these methods for solving large problems is described in the last para-
graph of this chapter. 

1.2.1 Triangulation with linear interpolation 

The method of triangulation with linear interpolation is historically one of the first 
methods used before the intensive development of computers. It is based on the division 
of the domain D into triangles. Each triangle then defines, by its three vertices, a plane – 
that is why the resulting surface is per partes linear. 

Advantages:  

- very fast algorithm 

- resulting surface is interpolative 

Disadvantages: 

- the domain of the function  f  is limited to the convex envelope of the points XYZ. 

- resulting surface is not smooth and isolines consists of line segments  

- the division into triangles may be ambiguous, as the following simple example of al-
ternative division of rectangle shows – in the first case a valley was created, in the sec-
ond case a ridge was created.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.2.1: Alternative division of rectangle into triangles. 

Application: 

This method is still used in geodesy and digital models of terrain. As a rule, characteris-
tic points of terrain are measured – it means that the person performing terrain meas-
urements surveys only points where the slope of terrain changes (tops, edges, valleys 
and so on) and thus avoids the above-mentioned ambiguity. For interpretation of such 
data, the Triangulation with linear interpolation is quite suitable. 

1.2.2 Natural neighbour 

The Natural neighbour is an interpolation method based on Voronoi tessellation. Vo-
ronoi tessellation can be defined as “the partitioning of a plane with n points into n con-
vex polygons such that each polygon contains exactly one point and every point in a 
given polygon is closer to its central point than to any other” (see [S11]). In other 
words, if n

iiX 1}{ =  is a given set of points in 2ℜ , than the Voronoi polygon corresponding 

to the point Xi is the set },,;{ 2
imXXXXXV mii ≠∀<ℜ∈= .  

A description of the natural neighbour interpolation technique follows: 
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Given a set of data points distributed on a plane, natural neighbour interpolation com-
putes the interpolated value for a given point X as the weighted sum of the points which 
are natural neighbours of X. The natural neighbours can be intuitively understood as 
those points which would be adjacent to X in a Voronoi tessellation of the point set in-
cluding X. Figure 3.2 depicts with black lines a Voronoi tessellation of the points A, B, 
C, D and E. The grey region marks the new Voronoi cell, which would be present if the 
point X were included in the tessellation. The weights of points A, B, C, D and E which 
are used to compute the interpolated value of X are respectively the areas of the grey 
region intersecting each original cell of A, B, C, D and E and are also known as the 
natural neighbour coordinates of X. 
 

 

Fig. 1.2.2: New Voronoi cell and areas for computation of neighbour point weights. 

The surface formed by natural neighbour interpolation has the useful properties of being 
continuous (C0) everywhere and passing exactly through z values of all data points. 
Moreover, the interpolated surface is continuously differentiable (C1) everywhere ex-
cept at the data points, providing smooth interpolation in contrast to the Triangulation 
with linear interpolation method. 

Advantages:  

- fast algorithm 

- resulting surface is interpolative and smooth except at the data points. 

Disadvantages: 

- the domain of the function  f  is limited to the convex envelope of the points XYZ 

- the shape of the resulting surface is not acceptable in some fields such as in geology or  
hydrogeology. 

Application: 

The Natural neighbour method is mainly used in GIS systems as a digital model of ter-
rain and fast interpolation of terrain data providing a smooth surface. 

1.2.3 Inverse distance 

This method computes a value of function f at an arbitrary point Dyx ∈),(  as a 
weighted average of values Zi: 

∑
=

=
n

i

iiwZyxf
1

),( ,   where ∑
=

=
n

1i

iii hhw   and   222 )()(1 σ+−+−= iii YyXxh  

2σ   is a smoothing parameter. 
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If the number of points n is too great, the value of ),( yxf  is calculated only from 
points belonging to the specified circle surrounding the point ),( yx . The method was 
frequently implemented in the first stages of computer development. 
 

Advantages:  

- simple computer implementation; for its simplicity, the method is implemented in al-
most all gridding software packages  

- if 0
2 =σ ,  the method provides interpolation. 

Disadvantages:  

- high computer time consumption if the number of points n is large (due to computa-
tion of distances) 

- typical generation of "bull's-eyes" surrounding the position of point locations within 
the domain D – that is why the resulting function is not acceptable for most applica-
tions. 

1.2.4 Minimum curvature method 

This method and namely its computer implementation was developed by W.H.F. Smith 
and P.Wessel (see [1]) in 1990. The interpolated surface generated by the Minimum 
curvature method is analogous to a thin, linearly elastic plate passing through each of 
the data values with a minimum amount of bending. The algorithm of the Minimum 
curvature method is based on the numerical solution of the modified biharmonic differ-
ential equation 0),()(),()1( 24 =∇−∇− yxfTyxfT  with three boundary conditions: 

1. 0)()1( 22 =∂∂+∂∂− nfTnfT    

2. 0)( 2 =∂∇∂ nf  on the edges 

3. 02 =∂∂∂ yxf  at the corners  

where  
T 1,0∈  is a tensioning parameter,  

2∇  is the Laplacian operator 22222 yfxff ∂∂+∂∂=∇ , 
224 )( ∇=∇  is the biharmonic operator 22444444 yxf2yfxff ∂∂∂+∂∂+∂∂=∇ and 

n is the boundary normal. 

If T=0, the biharmonic differential equation is solved; if T=1, the Laplace differential 
equation is solved – in this case the resulting surface may have local extremes only at 
points XYZ. 

Advantages: 
- speed of computation is high and an increasing number of points XYZ has small influ-
ence on decreasing the computational speed. 

- suitable method for a large number of points XYZ. 

Disadvantages: 
- complicated algorithm and computer implementation 

- if the parameter T is near zero, the resulting surface may have local extremes out of 
the points location 

- bad ability to conserve extrapolation trends.    
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Application: 

- universal method suitable for smooth approximation and interpolation (for example 
distribution of temperature, water heads, potential fields and so on). 

 

1.2.5 Regression by plane with weights 

This method is based on regression by plane cbyaxyxf ++=),(  using a weighted 

least square fit. The weight wi assigned to the point ),,( iii ZYX  is computed as an in-

verse distance from point ),( yx  to the point ),( ii YX . Then the minimum of the follow-

ing function of three independent variables has to be found: 

2

11

2 )()),((),,( iii

n

i

i

n

i

iiii ZcbYaXwZYXzwcbaF −++=−= ∑∑
==

, which leads to a solution 

of three linear equations: 

∑
=

−++==∂
∂

n

i

iiiii ZcbYaXXw
a

F

1

)(20  

∑
=

−++==∂
∂

n

i

iiiii ZcbYaXYw
b

F

1

)(20  

∑
=

−++==∂
∂

n

i

iiii ZcbYaXw
c

F

1

)(20  

After rearrangement the following equations are obtained: 

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
= = = =

=++
n

i

n

i

n

i

n

i

iiiiiiiiii ZXwXwcYXwbXwa
1 1 1 1

2  

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
= = = =

=++
n

i

n

i

n

i

n

i

iiiiiiiiii ZYwYwcYwbYXwa
1 1 1 1

2  

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
= = = =

=++
n

i

n

i

n

i

n

i

iiiiiii ZwwcYwbXwa
1 1 1 1

 

 

In addition to the regression by plane, some mapping packages, for example Surfer (see 
[S2]) or ConPac library (see [S10]), offer possibility to use polynomials of higher order. 

Advantages: 
- simple algorithm 

- good extrapolation properties 

Disadvantages: 
- resulting function is only approximative 

- slow speed of computation if n is great (due to computation of distances) 

Application: 

- surface reconstruction from digitized contour lines. The method was frequently used 
namely in the past, when contour maps were transferred from paper sheets to digital 
maps. 
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1.2.6 Radial basis functions 

The method of Radial basis functions uses the interpolation function in the form: 

)),(),((),(),(
1

ii

n

i

i YXyxwyxpyxf −⋅+= ∑
=

φ                (1.2.6) 

where  
),( yxp    is a polynomial 

ℜ∈iw   are real weights 

),(),( ii YXyx −   is the Euclidean distance between points ),( yx  and ),( ii YX  

)(rφ      is a radial basis function 

Commonly used radial basis functions are (c2 is the smoothing parameter): 

Multiquadric:   22
cr)r( +=φ   

Multilog:  )log()( 22 crr +=φ  

Natural cubic spline:  2322 )()( crr +=φ  

Natural plate spline: )log()()( 2222 crcrr +⋅+=φ  

The interpolation process starts with polynomial regression using the polynomial 
),( yxp . Then the following system of n linear equations is solved for unknown weights 

iw , ni ,...,1= : 

∑
=

−⋅=−
n

i

iijjijjj YXYXwYXpZ
1

)),(),((),( φ , nj ,...,1=  

As soon as the weights iw  are determined, the z-value of the surface can be directly 

computed from equation (1.2.6) at any point Dyx ∈),( . 

Advantages: 
- simple computer implementation; the system of linear equations has to be solved only 
once (in contrast to the Kriging method, where a system of linear equations must be 
solved for each grid node – see the next section) 

- the resulting function is interpolative 

- easy implementation of smoothing 

Disadvantages: 

- if the number of points n is large, the number of linear equations is also large; more-
over the matrix of the system is not sparse, which leads to a long computational time 
and possibly to the propagation of rounding errors. That is why this method, as pre-
sented, is used for solving small problems with up to a few thousand points. Solving 
large problems is also possible, but requires an additional algorithm for searching points 
in the specified surrounding of each grid node – see paragraph 1.2.8 Modification for 

solving large problems. 

Application: 
- universal method suitable for use in any field 
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1.2.7 Kriging 

Kriging is an interpolation method, which was originally developed for use in geology 
by D. G. Krige (see [2]), a professor at the University of Witwatersrand, South Africa, 
in the 1950s. In fact, the work of professor Krige is the base of science field called geo-
statistics.  

Kriging is probably the most often used method for solving interpolation / approxima-
tion problems, namely because it is based on the statistical formulation of the best linear 

unbiased estimate. An important concept for deriving this method is empirical or ex-

perimental variogram )(hγ : 

∑ −⋅=
)(

2)(
))((

1

2

1
)(

hN

ji ZZ
hNC

hγ , where 

{ }hYXYXjihN jjii =−= ),(),(:, )(   and  ))(( hNC  is the number of elements of the 

set )(hN .  
For real data it is not probable that a pair of points will satisfy the condition 

hYXYX jjii =− ),(),(   and therefore for practical computation the set )(hN  is specified 

as [ ]{ }hhhhYXYXjihN iiii δδ +−∈−= ,),(),(:, )(  

The empirical variogram is approximated using the theoretical variogram or model. The 
commonly used models are: 

Linear model: 

ShCh += 0)(γ , 0≠h , where C0  is the so called nugget effect and S is the unknown 

slope. 

Gaussian model: 

{ })/exp(1 )()( 22
00 ahCCCh −−⋅−+=γ  

Exponential model: 

{ })/exp(1 )()( 00 ahCCCh −−⋅−+=γ  

The Kriging method is intended for estimating the interpolation / approximation func-
tion ),( yxf  at point ),( YX  under the following assumptions: 

a) The estimate Z of function ),( yxf  at an arbitrary selected point DYX ∈),(  can be 

expressed as a weighted average ∑
=

⋅=
n

i

ii ZwZ
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b) Sum of weights is 1: ∑
=

=
n

i

iw
1

1 

c) The estimate of value Z is unbiased i.e. the mean [ ] 0),( =− ZyxfE .  

The weights are to be computed so that the dispersion variance )),(( ZyxfD −  is mini-
mal. In the next derivation we use f instead of ),( yxf . Taking into consideration the 

definition of dispersion variance 22 ))(()()( XEXEXD +=  and assumption c) it is ob-
vious that we have to minimize the expression  
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From equation 

))]([)])(([(2)]([)]([)]([ 2222
jjiijiji ZfEZfZfEfZEZffZEZZE −+−−−−=−+−=−

 
it follows that 

[ ])]([)]([)]([
2

1
)]))(([( 222

jijiji ZZEZfEZfEZfZfE −−−+−⋅=−− . 

This term can be substituted into the expression which has to be minimized: 
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The first two terms can be simplified: 
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The final form of the expression, which has to be minimized is: 
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If the function ),...,( 1 nwwF  has to be minimal, the partial derivatives according to wk 

must be zero: 

0=∂∂ kwF  nk ,...,1=∀  

It means that the following system of linear equations is obtained: 

∑
=

−=−
n

i

kiik ZfEwZZE
1

22 )]([
2

1
)]([

2

1
  nk ,...,1=  

The halves of means )]([
2

1 2
ik ZZE −  and )]([

2

1 2
iZfE −  can be substituted by values 

from the theoretical variogram. The system of equations must be completed by condi-
tion b), i.e. the sum of weights is 1 (that is why a fictive variable µ  has to be added). 

In the form of matrix notation the system of linear equations can be expressed as: 
 









=















Γ
101

1 xw γ
µ

 

 

where )),(),(( jjiiij YXYX −=Γ γ  and )),(),(( ii

x

i YXyx −= γγ , nji ,...,1, =   

Advantages: 

- the algorithm is based on statistical formulation of the best linear unbiased estimate 
which means, there is no better interpolation method from the statistical point of view. 
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Disadvantages: 

 - the weights wi must be computed (i.e. the system of linear equations must be solved) 
for each node of the grid. 

 - if the number of points n is large, a large number of linear equations must be solved; 
that is why this method is used for solving small problems with up to a few thousand 
points. For solving large problems an additional algorithm for searching points in the 
specified surrounding of each grid node must be implemented, as described in the next 
paragraph. 

 - the method produces undesirable “pits” and “circular” isolines in the generated sur-
face – see examples in paragraphs 2.4.1 Smoothness of interpolation and oscillations,  

2.4.2 Shape of generated surface and 5.1 Zero-based maps. 

Application: 
- universal method designed especially for geology and geophysics applications. 

1.2.8 Modification for solving large problems 

Except for the Triangulation with linear interpolation and Minimum curvature method, 
presented techniques need to compute horizontal distances from estimated point (grid 
node) to all points XYZ. For large problems (having thousands or more points) it means 
increasing of computational time, which brings necessity to reduce number of points 
involved into the estimation. This is solved by specification of the surrounding which 
determines the set of points included into the estimation. Of course, additional algo-
rithm for searching of points falling into the surrounding must be implemented. 

On one hand the method can be used for large problems, but on the other hand new 
complications are involved: 

- The surrounding is usually circular (or elliptical, if an anisotropy has to be mod-
elled) with specified radius. In addition, implementations of gridding procedures 
requires specification of maximal and minimal number of points, minimal and 
maximal number of points in each quadrant (octant) and so on. It means that addi-
tional parameters influencing the quality of resulting function has to be entered. 

- The resulting surface may contain discontinuities (see [4]) as the set of selected 
points may change while moving the estimated point from one grid node to the 
next. This phenomenon is illustrated in the next chapter in the paragraph 2.4.3 

Conservation of an extrapolation trend.  

- In the case of the Radial basis functions method the system of linear equation must 
be completed and solved for each node of grid and the main advantage of this 
method is lost. 
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Chapter 2 

The ABOS method 
 

The goal of this chapter is to design an interpolation / approximation method which is 
sufficiently flexible and robust enough for solving large problems, provides results 
comparable with the Kriging method (respectively with the Radial basis function 
method or Minimum curvature method) and which does not have disadvantages and 
limitations of these methods presented in the first chapter.  

The method was called ABOS (Approximation Based On Smoothing) and despite the 
fact that it should be used as an approximation method, according to its name, it can 
also be used for solving interpolation problems, as it will be explained in this chapter. 

2.1 The definition of the interpolation function and nota-

tions 
The interpolation function is determined by a matrix P of real numbers, whose elements 
(z-coordinates) are assigned to nodes of a regular rectangular grid covering the domain 
D (see the next figure). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Regular rectangular grid for defining the interpolation function. 
 
The value of the interpolation function at any point ),( 00 yx  within the grid can be 

evaluated from the equation of the bilinear polynomial dycxbxyayxf +⋅+⋅+⋅=),( , 
which is defined by coordinates of corner points of the grid rectangle containing the 
point ),( 00 yx . 

The following notation is used in the next text: 

2,1 xx  minimum and maximum of x-coordinates of points XYZ 
2,1 yy  minimum and maximum of y-coordinates of points XYZ 
2,1 zz  minimum and maximum of z-coordinates of points XYZ 

1,1 ji  size of the grid = number of columns and rows of the matrix P 
Pi,j elements of the matrix P , 1,...,1 ii = , 1,...,1 jj =  
DP auxiliary matrix with the same size as the matrix P 

 step of grid in x-direction 

 step of grid in y-direction 

points XYZ 

nodes of grid 
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Z vector of z-coordinates of points XYZ 
DZ auxiliary vector with the same size as the vector Z 
NB matrix of the nearest points - integer matrix with the same size as the matrix P 

containing for each node of the grid the order index of the nearest point XYZ 
K matrix of distances – integer matrix with the same size as the matrix P contain-

ing for each node of the grid the distance to the nearest point XYZ measured in 
units of grid 

Kmax    maximal element of the matrix K 
Filter a parameter of the ABOS method used for setting resolution 
RS resolution of map; FilteryyxxmaxRS /)}12(),12{( −−=  
Dx the step of the grid in the x-direction; )/()( 11i1x2xDx −−=  
Dy the step of the grid in the y-direction; )11/()12( −−= jyyDy  
Dmc the minimal Chebyshev distance between pairs of points XYZ; 

},...,1,};,{{ njijiYYXXmaxminDmc jiji =∧≠−−=  

A�B means a copy of the matrix (or vector or number) A into the matrix (or vector or 
number) B  

2.2 Interpolation algorithm 
The algorithm of the ABOS method can be briefly described by the following scheme: 

1. Filtering points XYZ, specification of the grid, computation of the matrices NB 
and K,  Z�DZ,  0�DP 

2. Per partes constant interpolation of values DZ into the matrix P 

3. Tensioning and smoothing of the matrix P 

4. P+DP�P 
5. ),( iii YXfZ − �DZi 

6. If the maximal difference },...,1,{ niDZmax i =  does not exceed defined preci-

sion, the algorithm is finished 

7. P�DP, continue from step 2 again (= start the next iteration cycle) 

In the following paragraphs the particular steps of the algorithm are explained in full 
detail. 

2.2.1 Filtering of points XYZ 

If an interpolation / approximation problem has to be solved, it is necessary to take into 
consideration the fact that there may be some points XYZ with a horizontal distance less 
than the desired resolution of the resulting surface. That is why the first implemented 
algorithm in the ABOS method is the filtering of points XYZ. Filtering substitutes every 
two points ),,( iii ZYX , ),,( jjj ZYX , such that  

RSXX ji <−  ∧  RSYY ji <− ,                                                                   (2.2.1) 

by one point ),,( kkk ZYX with average coordinates i.e. 2/)( jik XXX += , 

2/)( jik YYY +=  and 2/)( jik ZZZ += . 

The resolution RS is computed as Filteryyxxmax /)}12(),12{( −− , where Filter is an 
optional parameter of the ABOS method. It is similar to the resolution of a digital pic-
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ture – if the distance of two points with different colours is smaller than the pixel size of 
the digital picture, only one point with “average” colour can be seen. 

The formulation of the filtering principle is easy, but computer implementation repre-
sents an efficiency problem, which is discussed in paragraph 3.4.1 Implementation of 

filtering in Chapter 3. 

2.2.2 Specification of the grid 

The size of the regular rectangular grid is set according to the following points: 

1. The greater side of the rectangular domain D is selected, i.e. greater number of 
)12(21 xxx −=  and )12(21 yyy −= . Without loss of generality we can assume 

that 21x  is greater. 

2. The minimal grid size is computed as )/21(0 Dmcxroundi = , where Dmc is the 
minimal Chebyshev distance between pairs of points XYZ: 

},...,1,;},{{ njijiYYXXmaxminDmc jiji =∧≠−−=  

3. The optimal grid size is computed as }05,...,1 ;0{1 Filterikkikmaxi <⋅∧=⋅=  
4. The second size of the grid is 1))11(21/21(1 +−⋅= ixyroundj  

The presented procedure ensures that the difference between Dx and Dy is minimal i.e. 
the regular rectangular grid is as close to a square grid as possible. 

2.2.3 Computation of matrices NB and K 

The matrices NB and K are computed using the algorithm based on “circulation” around 
the points XYZ, as the following figure indicates: 

 

Fig. 2.2.3a: Computation of the matrices NB and K. 

All elements of the matrices NB and K are initially set to zero and the process of circula-
tion continues as long as there are zero values in the matrix NB. The Euclidean distance 
is compared only if the element Ki,j corresponding to the evaluated node is not zero and 

 jiK2IC ,≤ , where  IC  is the ordinal number of the current circulation. By this way, 

the number of distance computations is significantly reduced. 

The computation of the matrix NB defines a natural division of the domain of the inter-
polation function into polygons (so called Voronoi or Thiessen polygons, see the fol-
lowing figure), inside which interpolation with constant values is performed. 
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Fig. 2.2.3b: Division of the domain of the interpolation function. 

 

2.2.4 Per partes constant interpolation 

After computing the matrix of nearest points, per partes interpolation (see figure 2.2.4) 
is very simple: )( ,, jiji NBDZP = . 

 

 

Fig. 2.2.4: Per partes constant interpolation. 
 

2.2.5 Tensioning 

Tensioning of the surface (see figure 2.2.5) modifies the matrix P according to the for-
mula: 

4/)( ,,,,, kjijkikjijkiji PPPPP −−++ +++= ,                                                                  (2.2.5) 

where jiKk ,= ,  ,1,...,1 ii =  1,...,1 jj =  
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Fig. 2.2.5: Tensioning of the surface. 
 
The following scheme shows the nodes (marked by grey circles) corresponding to the 
elements of the matrix P, which are involved in tensioning. 

 
 
 
 
 

Tensioning is repeatedly performed in the loop with this pattern: 
  DO N = MAX(4, Kmax/2+2),1,-1 
    … 
  ENDDO 

If k is greater than decreasing loop variable N, then k = N. 

 

2.2.6 Linear tensioning 

Linear tensioning of the surface (see figure 2.2.6) modifies the matrix P according to 
the formula for weighted average: 

)22())(( ,,,,, +⋅+++⋅= −++−−−++ QPPPPQP ujviujvivjuivjuiji                                     (2.2.6) 

∀ ,1,...,1 ii =  1,...,1 jj = ; 0, >jiK   

where ),( vu  is the vector from the node i, j to the nearest grid node of the point NBi,j  

and the weight 2
,max )( jiKKLQ −⋅= .  The constant ))714.0107,0((1 maxmax KKL ⋅−⋅=  

is an empirical constant suppressing the influence of Kmax. 

In the implementation of the ABOS method there are four degrees of linear tensioning 
0, 1, 2 and 3. Here presented formulas are valid for the default degree 1; their modifica-
tions for other degrees are described in the paragraph 3.4.2 Degrees of linear tension-

ing. 

 

 

the nearest point XYZ 

grid node corresponding to the element Pi,j 

nodes involved in tensioning 
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Fig. 2.2.6: Linear tensioning of the surface. 
 
The following scheme shows the nodes (marked by grey circles) corresponding to the 
elements of the matrix P, which are involved in linear tensioning. 
 
 
 
 
 
Linear tensioning is repeatedly performed in the loop with this pattern: 
  DO N = MAX(4, Kmax/2+2),1,-1 
    … 
  ENDDO 

If the length ),( vu  of the vector ),( vu  is greater than decreasing loop variable N, then 

the vector ),( vu  is multiplied by constant c so that Nvuc =⋅ ),( . 

2.2.7 Smoothing 

Smoothing (see figure 2.2.7) replaces elements of the matrix P by the value of weighted 
average: 

)8/())1(( ,

1

1
,,

1

1
,, +⋅−⋅⋅+= ∑ ∑

+

−=

+

−=
ji

i

ik

jiji

j

jl

lkji tqtqPPP ,  ,1,...,1 ii =  1,...,1 jj = ,          (2.2.7) 

where q is the parameter of the ABOS method controlling smoothness of the interpola-
tion / approximation (its default value is 0.5)  and  jit ,   are weights, which are zero be-

fore the first smoothing and afterwards they are computed according to the formula 

2
2

2

2

2
,,, ))((∑ ∑

+

−=

+

−=
−=

i

ik

j

jl

lkjiji PPt , ,1,...,1 ii =  1,...,1 jj =  

and scaled into the interval <0,100>. In brief, it can be said, the values of jit ,  are higher 

at nodes where the surface has a local extreme and lower at nodes where the surface is 
decreasing / increasing.  
 

the nearest point XYZ 

grid node corresponding to the element Pi,j 

nodes involved in linear tensioning 
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Fig. 2.2.7: Smoothing of the surface. 

The following scheme shows the nodes (marked by grey circles) corresponding to the 
elements of the matrix P, which are involved in smoothing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Smoothing is repeatedly performed in the loop with this pattern: 
  DO N = MAX(4, Kmax*Kmax/16),1,-1 
    … 
  ENDDO 

As an option, the ABOS method enables to perform so called LES smoothing – in this 
case the formula (2.2.7) is not applied if the decreasing loop variable N is greater 
than 1, +jiK . This modification of smoothing suppresses oscillations and exceeding of 

local extremes, if they occur (see paragraph 2.4.1 Smoothness of interpolation and 

oscillations). 

2.2.8 Iteration cycle 

After smoothing, the matrices P and DP are added element by element and the result is 
stored again in the matrix P. Note that in the first iteration step the matrix DP is zero – 
that is why the matrix P does not change. 

The tensioned and smoothed surface does not pass through the z-coordinates of points 
XYZ exactly, so the differences ),( iiii YXfZDZ −= , ni ,...,1=  are calculated.  

If the maximal difference },...,1,{ niDZmax i =  is less than the specified accuracy of the 

interpolation / approximation multiplied by 100/)12( zz − , the algorithm of the ABOS 
method is finished. In the opposite case the matrix P is copied into the matrix DP and 
the algorithm continues from step 2, where a new iteration cycle begins. It differs from 
the first cycle only in these points: 

- the matrix DP is not zero 
- per partes constant interpolation is applied to the difference values DZi  and not to 

the original z-coordinates of the points XYZ 

the nearest point XYZ 

grid node corresponding to the element Pi,j 

nodes involved in smoothing 
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- if the maximal difference in the current cycle is not less than the one in the previ-
ous cycle, the problem is considered to be non-converging and the algorithm is fin-
ished. 

After each smoothing of the surface, the inaccuracy of the solution can be decreased by 
linear transformation of the matrix P: 

bPa ji +⋅ ,
�

jiP , , where constants a and b minimize the term 

2

1

)),(( i

n

i

ii DZbYXfa −+⋅∑
=

 

In this way, the number of iteration cycles can be reduced by up to 30%. 

The accuracy, another parameter of the ABOS method, is specified as a percentage 
value from the difference 12 zz − . The default value is 1; if 0 is specified and the itera-
tion process ends with zero maximal difference, then interpolation is achieved. 

2.3 Flexibility of the ABOS method 
Most interpolation methods offer some possibility how to modify a constructed surface. 
For example, the Radial basis function method enables to vary the smoothness of a sur-
face using the smoothing parameter, the Kriging method may use different variogram 
models with different parameters and the Minimum curvature method uses the tension 
parameter. 

The ABOS method can modify the created surface namely through the use of the 
smoothness parameter q (see paragraph 2.2.7 Smoothing) and an approximation can be 
achieved by setting an appropriate accuracy parameter. Moreover, the number of 
smoothing cycles suggested by the implementation of the ABOS method SURGEF can 
be increased (see 3.10 Running SURGEF.EXE) so that a suitable trend surface is ob-
tained. The cross-section through seven surfaces in the next figure illustrates possible 
modifications of the surface shape generated by the ABOS method. 
 

 

Fig. 2.3: Flexibility of the ABOS method interpolation / approximation.  

The graphical user interface SurGe offers a tool for setting suitable parameters depend-
ing on the desired interpolation / approximation type (see paragraph 4.2.3.2 Interpola-

tion parameters).  

The usage of a trend surface is demonstrated in paragraph 2.4.3 Conservation of an 

extrapolation trend and in section 5.2 Extrapolation outside the XYZ points domain. 

interpolation   q = 1,5 
interpolation   q = 0,7 
interpolation   q = 0,5 
interpolation   q = 0,25 
interpolation  q = 0,1 
approximation   q = 0,25 

trend surface   q = 0,1 
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2.4 Comparison with other interpolation methods 
In this section the ABOS method is compared with three methods, which are considered 
to be the most significant: 
- the Minimum curvature method with the tension 0.1 
- the Kriging method using the linear model and zero nugget effect 
- the Radial basis functions method using the multiquadric basis functions. 

Although the Radial basis functions method was included, its graphical results are not 
presented because it provides almost the same result as the Kriging method (no differ-
ences can be seen in the graphical representation of results). Interpolations using Mini-
mum curvature were performed using the program SURFACE, which is a part of the 
GMT system (see [S1]), while Kriging was performed using Surfer software (see [S2]). 

To compare interpolation methods, we will use three data sets OSCIL, SHAPE and  
SIBIR [XIX]. Characteristics of these examples are summarized in the following table: 

Domain range Grid step Data set Number  

Of points x Y 

Grid size 

X Y 

Figure 

OSCIL 17 0-1 0-1 257x257 3.90625e-3 3.90625e-3 2.4.1a 

SHAPE 30 0-1000 0-640 101x65 10 10 2.4.2a 

SIBIR 13504 0-73600 0-51200 737x513 100 100 2.4.3a 

The first example (see figure 2.4.1a) OSCIL is intended for examining of oscillation 
phenomena, which may occur especially if a smooth interpolation is used.  The example 
SHAPE was designed for comparison of surface shape. Figure 2.4.2a shows the distri-
bution of points XYZ and contains the horizontal projection of two cross-sections A-A’ 
and B-B’ used for detailed illustration of the surface shape. The third example (see fig-
ure 2.4.3a) is used for the comparison of trend conservation. The cross-section A-A’ 
was designed for demonstrating extrapolation properties of the tested methods i.e. for 
evaluating how the tested methods conserve trend in areas where points are missing.  

2.4.1 Smoothness of interpolation and oscillations 

Depending on the configuration of the points XYZ a smooth interpolation may cause 
unwanted oscillations in the generated surface, which is a common problem of most 
smooth interpolation methods. In this paragraph we will examine oscillations on a spe-
cially designed example (see figure 2.4.1a) containing 13 points distributed along both 
diagonals of a square. All points have z-coordinate equal to zero except the point in the 
centre of the square, where the z-coordinate is one. We can expect that there will be 
oscillations between points having zero z-coordinates – that is why we will focus our 
attention to the cross-section going through points L09, L05 and L01. 

 

Fig. 2.4.1a: Distribution of points in the example OSCIL. 
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Firstly let us compare surfaces generated by the Minimum curvature, Kriging and 
ABOS method. It is obvious (see the next figure 2.4.1b) that the Minimum curvature 
method with tensioning 0.1 and the Kriging method with the linear model and zero nug-
get effect produce very similar surfaces. The ABOS method with a smoothing parame-
ter of 9.0 produces a similar surface only along diagonals as indicates figure 2.4.1b and 
2.4.1c, but otherwise there are apparent differences in the shape of undesirable “circu-
lar” contours (for example between points L05 and L06). 

 

Fig. 2.4.1b: Surface generated by the Minimum curvature, Kriging and ABOS method, 
respectively. 

In all three cases the tested interpolation methods create a sharp local extreme at the 
point L13 as follows from figure 2.4.1c. 
 

 

Fig. 2.4.1c: Cross-section through points L13, L09, L05 and L01. 

Let’s now examine details in the cross-section going through points L09, L05 and L01 
where the oscillations were expected. As for the size of oscillation between points L09 
and L05, the Kriging method provides the best result while the Minimum curvature 
method provides the worst result. As for oscillation between points L05 and L01, both 
named methods still produce oscillations but in the opposite order – the oscillation size 
produced by the Minimum curvature method is slightly smaller than in the case of 
Kriging method.   

The ABOS method produced worse results than the Kriging and better results than 
Minimum curvature method between points L09 and L05, but oscillations between 
points L05 and L01 are negligible. Moreover, if LES smoothing is used during the in-
terpolation process (see paragraph 2.2.7 Smoothing), the suppression of oscillations and 
improper extremes is very effective. 
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Fig. 2.4.1d: Cross-section through points L09, L05 and L01. 

In any case, smooth interpolation may produce unwanted oscillations and improper ex-
tremes, which for example means that there are areas containing negative values in the 
solution of the interpolation problem, while only positive or zero values are possible. 
This situation is simply solved in the graphical user interface as described in paragraph 
5.1 Zero-based maps. 
 

2.4.2 Shape of generated surface 

One of the first aspects evaluated by the user of interpolating technique is the shape of 
the created surface – the surface should be smooth, local extremes should be located at 
point positions, there should not be unsubstantiated bends on contour lines and so on.  

For evaluation of these properties we will use data showed on figure 2.4.2a. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4.2a: Distribution of points in the example SHAPE. 

The next three figures show contours of surfaces created by the Minimum curvature 
method, Kriging and the ABOS method. 
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Fig. 2.4.2b:  Interpolation of the SHAPE data set using the Minimum curvature method. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4.2c: Interpolation of the SHAPE data set using the Kriging method. 
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Fig. 2.4.2d: Interpolation of the SHAPE data set using the ABOS method. 

 

The resulting function ),( yxf  can be considered as interpolative in all three cases – the 

maximal difference }30,...,1,),({ =− iZYXfmax iii  does not exceed 0,002.  

It is apparent that contours generated by the ABOS method are not so curved in the sur-
rounding of some points (L18, L25, L26, L12, L13, L06, L23, L22) as in the case of the 
Kriging or Minimum curvature method. 

Cross-sections provide another interesting comparison: 

 

Fig. 2.4.2e: Cross-section A-A’ through points L13, L14, L19 and L09. 
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Fig. 2.4.2f: Cross-section B-B’ through points L26, L25, L18, L10, L24, L15, L16, L17 
and L02. 

The cross-section A-A’ (see figure 2.4.2e) shows that there is not significant difference 
between compared methods especially between the ABOS and Kriging method. An-
other situation is apparent in the case of cross-section B-B’ leading through the “valley” 
(see figure 2.4.2f). The Minimum curvature method and Kriging produce “hills” be-
tween points although there is no reason for them. 

2.4.3 Conservation of an extrapolation trend 

The goal of the third example with the SIBIR data set (see the next figure) is to demon-
strate the ability of tested methods to conserve trend in the regions without points. 
 

 
Fig. 2.4.3a: Distribution of points in the example SIBIR. 

Again, the next three figures enable to compare the surface generated by the Minimum 
curvature, Kriging and ABOS methods. In the case of the ABOS method the interpola-
tion with trend function was applied, which is the procedure implemented in the graphi-
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cal user interface SurGe, as described in the paragraph 4.2.3.10 Interpolation with a 

trend surface. 
 

 

Fig. 2.4.3b: Interpolation of the SIBIR data set using the Minimum curvature method. 

 

 

Fig. 2.4.3c: Interpolation of the SIBIR data set using the Kriging method. 
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Fig. 2.4.3d: Interpolation of the SIBIR data set using the ABOS method. 

 

All three methods generate apparently almost the same surface in the area densely cov-
ered by points XYZ, but at peripheral parts there are differences. 

The surface created by the Minimum curvature method is smooth but it tends to be flat 
at the peripheral parts without points and even increases (see the upper right corner of 
the map in figure 2.4.3b) while it should decrease. 

The Kriging method produces apparent “jumps” (discontinuities) at peripheral areas as 
expected due to the selection of points (max. 64) falling into the specified circle sur-
rounding with a radius of 44600 units. The radius and maximal number of selected 
points was set by the used software – if one or both of these parameters were smaller, 
the jumps would be even higher. Without respect to the discontinuities, the ability of the 
Kriging method to conserve the extrapolation trend is better than in the case of the 
Minimum curvature method. 

The surface created by the ABOS method does not have the deficiencies observed in the 
previous two cases and the cross-section A-A’ confirms that the conservation of ex-
trapolation trend is the best (see the next figure). 
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Fig. 2.4.2e: Cross-section A-A’. 

2.4.4 Speed of interpolation 

It has no sense to compare the speed of interpolation methods for small problems i.e. if 
the number of points is up to a few thousand, because all tested methods finish within a 
few seconds. However, if the number of points is greater, the computational speed be-
comes an important issue.  

In the following list there are computational times consumed during solving interpola-
tion with the SIBIR data set mentioned in the previous paragraph. 

The Triangulation with linear interpolation …     5 seconds 
The Natural neighbour method  …   16 seconds 
The Inverse distance method   … 350 seconds 
The Radial basis functions method  … 515 seconds  

The Minimum curvature method  …   11 seconds 

The Kriging method     … 530 seconds 

The ABOS method    …   18 seconds 

The time was, of course, measured on the same computer with the CPU Intel Pentium 
M 1.6GHz and memory 512 MB RAM. 

The time consumed by the Kriging method and the Radial basis functions method may 
seem to be curious, but with respect to the selected grid consisting of 737x513 nodes 
and the maximal number of selected points 64, the system of up to 64 linear equations 
had to be solved 378081 times.  

2.4.5 Summary 

The presented examples show that the ABOS method provides results comparable with 
highly sophisticated interpolation / approximation methods such as Minimum curvature, 
Kriging or Radial basis functions even if its mathematical basis is very poor. Moreover, 
ABOS is able to solve large problems without necessity to search points in specified 
surrounding of grid nodes and to solve systems of equations. As for computational 
speed, ABOS is about twenty times faster than Kriging or Radial basis function method. 
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Chapter 3 

Computer implementation 
 

The goal of the computer implementation of the ABOS method is the creation of a 
flexible program, which is suitable for usage in modern graphical computer applica-
tions.  

This chapter describes important aspects of the SURGEF implementation while the 
graphical user interface SurGe for Windows operating system is described in the fourth 
chapter. 

3.1 Selection of application type 

Due to the fact that there is no uniform graphical user interface for all computer plat-
forms, the program was designed as a console application named SURGEF with defined 
interface described in the documentation in full detail (see section 3.9 Interface for user 

applications.)  

3.2 Selection of programming language 

For the implementation of the ABOS method the programming language FORTRAN 77 
was selected. The reasons for such a selection are: 

1. Up to now, the programming language FORTRAN is the only language de-
signed for the creation of scientific and technical applications. 

2. In spite of the fact that the design of FORTRAN is obsolete, its development is 
continuing and its compilers exist for all computer platforms. 

3. With respect to the simplicity of the language it is relatively easy to create 
highly optimised machine code. 

Only a few functions are written in C language, namely the function for dynamical 
allocation of memory (this feature is missing in FORTRAN 77), filtering of input data 
(in order that the very fast sorting C function qsort could be utilized), reading of input 
data records (C library functions for input and output are faster than FORTRAN’s) and 
computation of the convex envelope of points XYZ (the only non proprietary algorithm 
– see [S3]). 

The source code was compiled with the GNU FORTRAN compiler g77 and GNU C 
compiler gcc. Both compilers enable high optimisation both for machine code genera-
tion and for utilization of microprocessor architecture. 

3.3 Program structure 

3.3.1 Modularity 

The program SURGEF implementing the ABOS method was designed as a set of mod-
ules performing individual parts of the solution. The groups of related modules are con-
tained in these files: 
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SurgeF.f main FORTRAN module together with initialisation subroutines 
ReadDat.f subroutines for data input and output 
Nearest.f subroutine for the computation of the matrix of nearest points and matrix 

of distances 
Interp.f subroutines for the interpolation  
Common.f  common procedures and functions used in all other modules 
CFunct.c  functions written in C language. 

Although the memory needed for individual matrices is allocated as a one-dimensional 
array, all FORTRAN subroutines working with them use two-dimensional indexing, 
which is close to mathematical notation. Such trick is possible, because the arrays are 
passed into subroutines and functions by address and the FORTRAN compiler does not 
check compatibility between formal and actual parameters. This approach is commonly 
used in FORTRAN programs and enables to maintain and update the source code eas-
ily. 

3.3.2 Memory allocation 

As mentioned above, the memory for matrices and vectors is allocated dynamically, 
which is only possible using the C library function malloc. From this reason, the follow-
ing C function callable from FORTRAN code was created: 

// dynamical memory allocation for FORTRAN 
void fmalloc_(int *mptr, int *nbytes)  
{void *ptr; int amount; amount = *nbytes; 
 if((ptr = malloc(amount)) == ((void *)0)) {*mptr=0 ; return;} 
 *mptr = (int)ptr; return;}  

The function fmalloc  allocates a required amount of memory (nbytes ) and assigns 
the pointer to the beginning of this memory into the variable mprt . If the memory can-
not be allocated, a zero value is returned. The underscore after the function name is re-
quired for linker, because the g77 compiler adds it after each subroutine or function 
name while the compiler gcc does not change function names. 

In FORTRAN code the calling of fmalloc  should look like: 

CALL fmalloc(IAP,4*I1J1)     ! allocate memory for the matrix P 

Here the IAP  is a FORTRAN variable of type INTEGER*4 containing the address of the 
allocated array after the calling of fmalloc . Then a subroutine declared for example as  

SUBROUTINE SMOOTH(P) 
REAL*4     P(I1,J1) 
. 
. 
. 

can be called by statement 

CALL SMOOTH(%VAL(IAP)) 

where the %VAL(IAP)  function returns the value contained by the variable IAP , but the 
subroutine SMOOTH considers it to be an address (FORTRAN assumes that parameters 
of subroutines and functions are passed only by address) which is all right, because IAP  
really contains an address assigned in the fmalloc  function. 
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3.4 Description of selected algorithms 

3.4.1 Implementation of filtering 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1 Filtering of points XYZ in the second chapter, filtering 
may represent an efficiency problem.  

To test the condition (2.2.1) means to compare coordinates of all pairs of points XYZ. 
Such a problem is usually solved by nested loops with this pattern: 

for (i=1;i<n;i++) 
  {for (j=i+1;j<=n;j++) 
    {compare coordinates of point i and j} 
  } 

It means that 2/)1( −⋅ nn  comparisons are performed. If n is large, the computational 
time may be unacceptable. Taking into consideration the efficiency of today’s com-
puters, 10000050000 −≅n  is a critical value from this point of view. For example, fil-
tering 100000 points using this algorithm took 170 seconds on the testing computer. 

A significant increase in speed occurs when the points XYZ are sorted according to the x 
coordinates using a very fast standard C-library function qsort (that is why this filtering 
algorithm is one of the few algorithms written in C language). If the points XYZ are 
sorted according to the x coordinate, the above loops can be changed like this: 

for (i=1;i<n;i++) 
  {j=i+1;  
   while ((j<=n)&&fabs(X[i]-X[j])<RS)) 
     {compare y-coordinate of point i and j; j++;}   
  }  

In other words, if the points XYZ are sorted according to the x-coordinates, there is no 
need to compare point i with all points nij ,...,1+=  but only with the points j having 

ji XX −  less than the resolution. Using this approach the time needed for filtering 

100000 points was reduced to 5 seconds. 

An example of the filtering effect is displayed in the following figure. The input file 
contains 100000 points laying on a spiral and 50000 points forming a rotated square. 
These points are displayed in blue while data obtained after filtering are displayed in 
black. The Filter parameter was set to 100. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4.1a: Filtered data. 
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It is obvious that filtering preserves the shape of clustered data while isolated points 
remain untouched. 

According to performed tests, the above described filtering algorithm is effective for up 
to 300000 points – in such case the filtering process takes 20 seconds, which is still an 
acceptable time. 

Another improvement can be achieved by implementing the so called super-block 
search strategy (see [3]), which consists of the following steps: 

1. An ordinal number IS[L],L=1,…,n  of the grid block is assigned to each point L 
(see the blue numbers in the next picture) using statements  

I=(X[L]-X1)/Dx+1; 
J=(Y[L]-Y1)/Dy+1; 
IS[L]=I+(J-1)*I1;   

2. Arrays IS , X, Y and Z are sorted according to values in the array IS .  

3. An array IN[I1*J1]  is set so that it contains the number of points belonging to 
grid block K=1,..,I1*J1  and IN[0]=0 . Then it is re-calculated (see the red num-
bers in the next picture) using the loop statement: 

for (i=1;i<=I1*J1;i++) IN(i)=IN(i-1)+IN(i); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4.1b: Super-block search strategy. 

Now points within the grid block K=1,..,I1*J1  can be indexed directly in the range  
IN[K-1]+1,..,IN[K]  and during filtration we need to search only points in the block 
containing point i and in the eight adjacent blocks. 

The super-block search strategy is the latest algorithm, which has been implemented in 
the SURGEF programme and now it is being tested. Preliminary tests show that 300000 
points can be filtered within 2 seconds, 1000000 points within 4 seconds and 5000000 
points within 8 seconds. 

The SurGe software package also contains another filtering algorithm implemented as a 
stand-alone utility GFILTR designed for pre-processing of a large amount of data. 

 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 
0 0 1 1 2 4 4 4 4 4 7 7 7 

point i 
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Fig. 4.3.1c: GFILTR utility for pre-processing of a large amount of data. 

Filtering is performed in three steps: 

1. Input data is read for the first time to set the minimal and maximal coordinates 
x1, x2, y1 and y2 of the domain D. 

2. As parameters, the number of columns (i1) and rows (j1) of auxiliary regular 
rectangular mesh are specified. The size of the mesh blocks is calculated as 

)11/()12( −−= ixxdx  and )11/()12( −−= jyydy . Four matrices XF, YF, ZF 
and WF with i1 columns and  j1 rows are initialised to zero. 

3. Input data is read for the second time. For each point ),,( iii ZYX  the following 

sequence of statements is performed:   
i=round((Xi-x1)/dx)+1 
j=round((Yi-y1)/dy)+1 
w0=WF(i,j) 
w1=v0+1 
XF(i,j)=(w0*XF(i,j)+Xi)/w1 
YF(i,j)=(w0*YF(i,j)+Yi)/w1 
ZF(i,j)=(w0*ZF(i,j)+Zi)/w1 
WF(i,j)=w1 

Using this approach the elements XFi,j, YFi,j and ZFi,j contain average coordinates of all 
points falling into the mesh block i,j. These coordinates are written into an output file 
only if the weight 0, >jiWF . 

Figure 3.4.1d shows the result of the GFILTR utility applied for the above mentioned 
data example. Again, it is obvious that filtering preserves the shape of clustered data 
while isolated points remain untouched. 

 

Fig. 3.4.1d: Data filtered by GFILTR utility. 
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As for efficiency, the GFILTR utility filters 300000 points within 5 seconds and 
5000000 points within 40 seconds. 

3.4.2 Degrees of linear tensioning 

There are four degrees of linear tensioning (0-3) implemented in SURGEF. The formula 
for linear tensioning (2.2.6) can be expressed in this generalized form: 

)22())()(( ,,,,, RQPPRPPQP ujviujvivjuivjuiji ⋅+⋅+⋅++⋅= −++−−−++  

∀ ,1,...,1 ii =  1,...,1 jj = ; 0, >jiK   

where the weights Q and R, depending on the degree of linear tensioning, are calculated 
as follows: 

Degree Q R L 

0 2
,max )( jiKKL −⋅  1 ))714,0107,0((7,0 maxmax KK ⋅−⋅  

1 2
,max )( jiKKL −⋅  1 ))714,0107,0((0,1 maxmax KK ⋅−⋅  

2 )( ,max jiKKL −⋅  1 )192,00360625,0(0,1 max +⋅ K  

3 1 0 - 

Formulas for the computation of the constant L are empirical and their role is to sup-
press the influence of Kmax. 

The figure 3.4.2 contains a cross-section plot demonstrating the typical influence of the 
linear tensioning degree. 

 

Fig. 3.4.2: Influence of the linear tensioning degree. 

3.4.3 Smoothing and tensioning on grid boundary 

The formulas for tensioning (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) and smoothing (2.2.7) are in fact the 
formulas for the computation of weighted average. For example in the case of smooth-
ing, z-coordinates at 9 nodes of the grid are included in the weighted average; however, 
on the grid boundary only 6 or 4 nodes are available for smoothing (see figure 3.4.3a), 
which has an undesirable influence on the generated surface – the contours tend to be 
perpendicular to the grid boundary. 
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Fig. 3.4.3a: Nodes included in smoothing       Fig.3.4.3b: Enlargement of grid 

To suppress this phenomenon, SURGEF uses an enlarged grid. This grid enlargement is 
specified as a number of additional columns and rows symmetrically exceeding the 
original domain of the interpolation function – see blue lines in figure 3.4.3b where the 
grid size enlargement is 5. 

3.5 Data compatibility with other systems 
After thorough examination of other mapping and gridding software, it was decided to 
keep primary compatibility of input / output data formats with the Surfer software (see 
[S2]), because the majority of related software uses Surfer data format either directly or 
supports its import and export. 

Namely it means, the SURGEF program reads points XYZ from the ASCII files in 
Surfer format and is also able to create grids as ASCII files, which are compatible with 
Surfer grids (see section 3.8 Format of input and output files). 

Moreover the graphical interface SurGe for the SURGEF program supports a lot of 
other commonly used map formats, as described in section 4.3 Supported map formats. 

3.6 Map objects 
In addition to points XYZ, the ABOS implementation supports other objects used for the 
definition of maps: 

- Added points are the XYZ points added by the user in order to modify the shape 
of the resulting surface according to his / her concept. 

- Spatial polylines are 3D polylines which are involved in the interpolation / ap-
proximation process; they can be used namely for the settings of the boundary 
conditions. 

- Boundary is one or more polylines in the horizontal plane intended for the defi-
nition of the interpolation / approximation function domain. 

- Faults are lines along which the resulting surface has to be discontinuous. 

The implementation of the map objects is explained in the following paragraphs. 

3.6.1 Added points 

Added points are treated in the same manner as the points XYZ; in other words, they are 
simply added to the sequence of the points XYZ. 

3.6.2. Spatial polylines 

A spatial polyline is defined by the x, y and z coordinates at each of its vertex point. In 
fact, SURGEF does not work with polylines directly – it works only with the points, 
which are evenly distributed along the polylines. The number of evenly distributed 
points is specified as a polyline parameter. 

original domain 
of interpolation  
function  

enlarged grid 

smoothed 
grid point 
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3.6.3 Boundary 

A boundary is handled as a horizontal polyline. Its role is to define the domain of the 
interpolation / approximation function. If there is no boundary in the input data, the size 
of the domain (rectangular area) is given by the minimal and maximal coordinates 
of XYZ points. This size can be changed by a boundary – if a boundary exists and if it is 
involved in the interpolation, the size of the rectangular area is given by the minimal 
and maximal coordinates of the boundary points. The example of boundary use is in 
sections 5.2 Extrapolation outside the XYZ points domain and 5.6 Digital model of 

terrain. 

3.6.4 Faults 

A fault is a sequence of line segments (in the horizontal plane), at which the resulting 
surface has to be discontinuous. The line segment of a fault is defined by the pair of 
points having specified x and y coordinates at each end.  

The existence of faults affects the computation of the matrix NB, K and P according to 
the following rules (see the next figure): 

- Elements of the matrix P corresponding to the nodes near the fault are not de-
fined. 

- Undefined nodes are involved in the computation of the matrix K as if they were 
points XYZ. 

- The ordinal number of the nearest point XYZ is assigned to the element of the 
matrix NB only if the point is not on the opposite side of the fault. 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.6.4: Computation of the matrices NB and K affected by the fault. 

The above-presented rules ensure that the points involved in tensioning cannot lie on the 
opposite side of a fault. 

During the tensioning or smoothing process, only defined elements of the matrix P are 
used for the computation of weighted average. 

3.7 Limits of the actual compilation 
The actual compilation contains several limits as for the maximal number of points, 
faults and so on.  
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The number of XYZ points (including added points and the points generated from spatial 
polylines) is limited to 300000. This limit is set with respect to an acceptable time for 
the filtering process (see section 3.4.1 Implementation of filtering). Moreover, hun-
dreds of projects solved by SURGEF proved that this limit is quite sufficient. 

The maximal number of vertices in one spatial polyline is 10000. 

The maximal number of boundary polylines is 100 and the total number of all line seg-
ments creating a boundary is 10000.  

The maximal number of fault line segments is 1000. 

3.8 Formats of input and output files 

3.8.1 Convention for file names 

The ABOS implementation uses a special convention for naming files containing input 
data. The file name must have the name in the form NAME.XXs, where the NAME is 
an arbitrary name of a project, the XX is a two character part of the extension indicating 
what kind of data is contained in the file and the s is a one-character suffix enabling to 
distinguish between related sets of map objects (for example layers). In this way the 
map objects are stored in ordinary ASCII files without requiring a database system. This 
convention is utilized namely by the SurGe Project Manager, as described in section 
4.1 Project manager. 

3.8.2 Points 

The basic input file is an ordinary ASCII file which has a name in the form 
NAME.DTs, where NAME is the name of the project, DT is the extension indicating 
the type of data (points XYZ) and s is the suffix. Each row of the file has this format: 
X  Y  Z  L 

where real numbers X, Y and Z are x, y and z coordinates of the points  XYZ  and  L  is 
the label of the point containing max. 23 characters. Items in a row must be separated 
by at least one space. The file containing added points NAME.DBs has exactly the 
same format. 

The basic input file is the only file, which can have comment rows starting with the 
character # in the first column. 

3.8.3 Spatial polylines 

The file containing spatial polylines must have a name in the form NAME.LNs. The 
file has this format:      
N1 M1      
X Y Z      
X Y Z 
.     
.      

N2 M2     
X Y Z      
X Y Z      
. 
.      

Np Mp      
X Y Z      
X Y Z      
.      
.        
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In the first row of each sequence of the spatial polyline points (vertices), there must be 
the number of points in the sequence (N1,N 2,...,N p). The second and the next rows (X 

Y Z ) contain x, y and z coordinates (real numbers) of polyline vertices separated by at 
least one space. The number of polyline vertices (Ni ) is limited to 10000. 
M1,M2,...,M p are the numbers of internal points (see 3.6.2 Spatial polylines).  

3.8.4 Boundary 

The file containing boundary polylines has a name in the form NAME.HR. There is no 
suffix because the boundary is expected to be common for all maps in the project. The 
file has this format:      
N1      
X Y       
X Y       
.      
.     

Nb      
X Y      
X Y       
.      
.       

In the first row of each sequence of the boundary points, there must be the number of 
points in the sequence  (N1,N 2,...,N b). The second and the next rows (X Y ) contain x 
and y coordinates (real numbers) of the boundary points separated by at least one space. 
The overall number of boundary points (N1+N2+...+N b) cannot exceed 10000. The 
number of boundaries (b) is limited to 100.      

3.8.5 Faults 

NAME.ZL is the name of an ASCII file containing coordinates of initial and end points 
of the line segments, at which the created surface has to be discontinuous. Similarly as 
in the case of the boundary there is no suffix, because the faults are expected to be com-
mon for all maps in the project. The file has this format: 
X1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2 

X1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2 
. 
. 

The coordinates must be separated by at least one space. The number of lines in the file 
cannot exceed 1000. The line segments can be connected and so they can form a poly-
line. They are often referred to as faults. 

3.8.6 Grids 

The output ASCII file containing the grid has the name NAME.GRs. It contains the 
matrix i1 xj1  of z-coordinates in the nodes of the grid. The format of the file is com-
patible with Surfer (Golden Software) grid file format: 

DSAA 
i1 j1 
x1 x2 
y1 y2 
z1 z2 
P1,1    P 1,2    P1,3   .... P 1,i1  
P2,1    P 2,2    P2,3   .... P 2,i1 
.       .                    .  

.       .                    . 

Pj1,1    Pj1,2     Pj1,3   .... P j1,i1 
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In addition to an ASCII grid file, SURGEF creates a binary grid file named 
NAMEf.GRs with the following records: 

i1 j1 x1 x2 y1 y2 z1 z2 
P1,1    P 1,2    P1,3   .... P 1,i1  
P2,1    P 2,2    P2,3   .... P 2,i1 
.       .                    .  

.       .                    . 

Pj1,1    Pj1,2     Pj1,3   .... P j1,i1 

The binary grid file is approximately five times smaller than the ASCII grid file and it is 
used for communication between SURGEF and the graphical user interface SurGe. 

3.9 Interface for user applications 
The program SURGEF, which implements the interpolation / approximation method 
ABOS, can be used as an external program called from user application, for example:  

• Using the system command in C language  
• Using the Shell function in Microsoft Visual Basic  
• Using the WinExec function, which is available in standard Windows library 

KERNEL32.DLL.  

To run SURGEF.EXE in this way, the application must provide:  

1. Input file(s) for SURGEF.EXE (at least the basic input file must exist in the working 
directory).  

2. The application must create the ASCII file PAR.3D (parametric file for SUR-
GEF.EXE) with items described in the following table: 

Row Value Example   Meaning 

1. String ex1 Name of basic input file 

2. Character A One-character suffix 

3. Y / N / C [,scale] C,1.2 

Boundary has to (Y) / does not have to (N) be used.  
If C is used, the boundary will be created as a convex enve-
lope of input points. The following optional number can then 
be used as a scale of boundary (default value is 1.1). 

4. Y / N N Faults have to (Y) / do not have to (N) be used 

5. Y / N N Additional points have to (Y) / do not have to (N) be used 

6. Y / N N Polylines have to (Y) / do not have to (N) be used 

7. Y / N Y Basic points have to (Y) / do not have (N) to be used 

8. 0-9999 500 Value of filter 

9. 
5-99 [, 0 / 5-5555, 

           0 / 5-5555] 
99, 300, 200 Grid enlargement, gird dimension(s) 

10. 0-4, 0 / 1 1, 1 Degree of linear tensioning, fast convergence off (0) / on (1) 

11. 0-99, 0-999.99 [,0-9999] 1, 0.5, 50 Precision, smoothing, number of smoothing cycles 

12. Y / N N Blank (Y) / do not blank (N) grid outside the boundary 

13. Y / N N Create (Y) / do not create (N) NP file (see 4.2.11.2) 

14. Y / N Y Create (Y) / do not create (N) ASCII grid file 

16. [file-name-xy] points.xy Input file containing x and y coordinates of points as the first 
two items 

17. [file-name-xyz] points.xyz Output file containing records from file-name-xy + surface 
values at specified points 
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Values in brackets are optional. If a numeric parameter is missing, it will be estimated 
by SURGEF internally.  

If there are two or more items in the row, they can be separated by a comma and spaces 
or only by spaces.  

If both grid dimensions are zero, they will be estimated by SURGEF internally. If the 
first (dimension in x-direction) is greater than zero and the second (dimension in y-
dimension) is zero or is missing, the second dimension will be estimated by SURGEF 
internally according to the first dimension.  

If the C option is used in the third row, the new boundary created as a convex envelope 
will replace the old boundary, if it exists. Practical usage of the convex envelope is de-
scribed in section 5.6 Digital model of terrain.  

If a boundary has to be used, the domain rectangle D of the interpolation function is set 
according to boundary points and not according to the points XYZ.  

3. SURGEF.EXE can be called from the application – for example by the following 
command in C language (do not forget the N parameter, which means "normal" 
interpolation; other interpolation modes are used for development purposes). 
system("C:\SurGe\SURGEF.EXE N"); 
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3.10 Running SURGEF.EXE 
Even if SURGEF is intended for running from another applications (namely from 
GUIs), it can also be run in the console window like this: 
E:\Fprog\Surgefr\data>SURGEF N 

In the working directory there must be the parameter file PAR.3D (see the previous sec-
tion) and at least a basic input file containing points XYZ. If there are other files contain-
ing other map objects (polylines, faults, boundary), they will be involved in interpola-
tion depending on the information contained in the parameter file. 

The dump of a typical console screen running SURGEF.EXE is shown in the following 
frame: 

 
 E:\Fprog\Surgefr\data>SURGEF N 
 
 SURGEF - v.6.30 
 (c) M.Dressler 1996 - 2007 
 Compiled with GNU Fortran G77 v. 3.4.2 
 
 READING DATA: -- 
 Filtering:  13504 --- 13411 ---- 13156 ------- 12253 -------------- 9643 
 NUMBER OF INPUT POINTS WAS REDUCED FROM:   13504 
                                      TO:    9643 
 READ FILE .GRD? (Y/N) [N] 
 GRID SIZE IN X-DIRECTION (MIN.  500) [ 500]: 600  
 GRID SIZE IN Y-DIRECTION (MIN.  348) [ 417]: 
 GRID SIZE ENLARGEMENT [ 62]: 
 NEAREST POINTS: ---------------------------------------------- 
 FAULTS CHECKING: --------------------------------------------------------- 
 Dynamically allocated memory:     10.60 MB 
 DR=0.00174  DF=0.02371  DR/DF=0.07358 
 NP= 63  NQ= 150  JH= 33  GL=  1.20279877 
 SMOOTHING [ 99]: 100  
 
 ***************** 
 * APPROXIMATION *     (Press Esc to stop iterations) 
 ***************** 
 
 INTERPOLATION: OK 
 TENSIONING: ---------------------------- 
 TENSIONING: --------------------------- 
 SMOOTHING:  ----- 
 GRADIENT:   ---------------------------------------------------------- 
 SMOOTHING:  --------------------------------------------- 
 
  Average deviation =   1.48878503 
  >>>>>>>>>>>>> RELATIVE PRECISION >>>>>>>>>>>>>  4.986 [%] - POINT 9316 
 
 INTERPOLATION: OK 
 TENSIONING: --------------------------- 
 SMOOTHING:  ----- 
 
  Average deviation =   0.136240065 
  >>>>>>>>>>>>> RELATIVE PRECISION >>>>>>>>>>>>>  0.872 [%] - POINT 9497 
 
 Time elapsed:   4.37  /   4.00  [sec] 
 
 BINARY GRID IS BEING CREATED: 
 
 E:\Fprog\Surgefr\data> 
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In the rows containing the text in red (prompts), SURGEF offers default or suggested 
values and expects a response from the user. The user can leave the suggested value by 
pressing the Enter key or can enter a new value (examples can be seen in blue). 

If  Y (yes) is answered to the prompt READ FILE .GRD? (Y/N) [N] , the existing 
grid file is read as the initial interpolation / approximation function. It means that the 
vector DZ is not initialised as vector Z in the first step of the interpolating algorithm 
(see 2.2 Interpolation algorithm), but its values are computed as ),( iiii YXfZDZ −= . 

Moreover, the read grid can be smoothed first, because in this case the following addi-
tional prompt is displayed: 
SMOOTHING OF READ GRID [  0]:  
The default value 0 means that no smoothing will be performed. 

The following two prompts  
GRID SIZE IN X-DIRECTION (MIN.  500) [ 500]: 600  
and 
GRID SIZE IN Y-DIRECTION (MIN.  348) [ 417]: 

are intended for changing the default grid size suggested by SURGEF. The grid size in 
the y-direction is suggested so that the difference between Dx and Dy is minimal (see 
2.2.2 Specification of the grid). If any of the grid sizes are smaller than the minimal 
value, there is a high probability that the iteration process will not converge. 

The GRID SIZE ENLARGEMENT [ 62]:  asks for the number of grid rows and col-
umns, which are used for enlarging the interpolation function domain (see 3.4.3 

Smoothing and tensioning on grid boundary). The value suggested by SURGEF 
should be left unchanged – changing this value is intended only for development pur-
poses.  

The last prompt SMOOTHING [ 99]: 100  enables to change the number of smooth-
ing cycles. The suggested value is sufficient for obtaining a smooth surface, but for 
example if a trend surface has to be obtained, the value may be higher (even several 
times).  

To run SURGEF without waiting for prompt entries, i.e. automatically using suggested 
values, the second command line parameter A can be used: 
E:\Fprog\Surgefr\data>SURGEF N A 
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Chapter 4 

Graphical user interface 
 

The goal of the graphical user interface design is to create an appropriate environment 
as a superstructure above the ABOS method implementation satisfying the following 
requirements: 

1. management of projects 

2. transformation of map objects coordinates 

3. specification of interpolation parameters and running SURGEF.EXE 

4. 2D and 3D display of surfaces, computation and display of isolines and display 
of cross-sections 

5. digitisation of map objects 

6. mathematical operations with surfaces 

7. computation of volumes between surfaces 

The first requirement is implemented in SurGe Project Manager described in the first 
section of this chapter. 

Requirements two to six are implemented in SurGe, the main program creating the 
graphical user interface.  

The seventh requirement is solved as a stand-alone utility VOLUME. 

4.1 Project manager 
SurGe Project Manager (SPM) is a simple application, which enables:  

- to manage projects and maps in an easy and comfortable way (create a new project, 
modify or delete an existing project, add comments to the project or map and so 
on)  

- to select map objects, which have to be included in the interpolation process 

- to select interpolation parameters separately for each map in the project 

- to run the SurGe graphical interface for a selected map 

- to edit the data of map objects (using the stand-alone editor FMEW or using an edi-
tor selected by the user)  

- to calculate volumes between two surfaces (using the stand-alone utility VOL-
UME) 

SPM is created as a dialog-based Windows application:  
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Fig. 4.1: SurGe Project Manager – the dialog-based application for managing SurGe 
projects. 

The usage of SPM is quite intuitive and does not need a detailed description. Just a few 
points should be emphasized:  

- The description of projects is saved in files with extension .PRO. The name of a 
project is the name of the corresponding file – that is why the project name must 
only contain allowed file name characters (for example characters * or ? are not al-
lowed) and the name should be unique. 

- The project file EXAMPLES.PRO is a part of the installation and contains two 
subproject examples (Example 1 and Example 2) related to maps in the EXAM-
PLES directory. 

- Subprojects are managed according to the subproject title. This means that the sub-
project title must be unique (subprojects with the same title are not allowed). The 
same rule holds for the map title. 

- The path to the subproject directory must end with the back slash character "\" and 
should be absolute (for example C:\surge\examples\). The project file EXAM-
PLES.PRO uses the relative path (.\examples\) in order to address files installed in 
the directory EXAMPLES. 

- If a multiple line comment has to be entered, the shortcut key Ctrl+Enter must be 
used to start a new line. The key Enter has another function – see the next point. 

- If the project, subproject or map has been changed, the main window bar indicates 
it with the text "[modified]". Before starting SurGe (using the button "Run 
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SurGe") or before switching to an already existing window running SurGe, it is 
recommended to save the project using the button "Save Project" or by the Enter 
key – then SurGe will read actual map parameters immediately after a new run or 
after switching to an already existing window running SurGe. In this way, the user 
can comfortably experiment with interpolation parameters. 

- If the grid size in the x-direction is zero (in Map settings), SURGEF suggests an 
appropriate value. If the grid size in the x-direction is positive and the grid size in 
the y-direction is zero, SURGEF accepts the first value and suggests an appropriate 
second value. If both values are positive, SURGEF accepts them. 

- The "Edit" button can be used for editing files containing map objects. The default 
editor is FMEW, but the "Config" button enables to enter the full path to another 
editor suitable for the user. 

- The button "Vol. calc" runs the stand-alone program VOLUME for volume calcu-
lations – see section 4.4 Calculation of volumes. 

- The last row of the SPM dialog box shows a short hint for a selected dialog item. 

4.2 SurGe 
SurGe is the main graphical program providing full interface to the ABOS implementa-
tion. It can be run from SurGe Project Manager or directly using command line state-
ment with arguments in the form: 
C:\MAPS>SurGe NAME s 

where the NAME is the name of the project and s  is the suffix (see paragraph 3.8.1 Con-

vention for file names). 

SurGe works in several levels described in the subsequent scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next paragraphs in this section describe all essential functions of SurGe. 

Basic zoom / move display 
2D display of maps 
Interpolation 

Digitization of map objects 

Cross-section display 

3D display of surface 

Digitization of background 

Digitization of a finite difference model 

Determination of a map detail 
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4.2.1 Display of map objects 

In the basic move / zoom display there are points XYZ as blue dots. If boundaries and / 
or faults and / or polylines exist, they are displayed too. The boundaries are displayed as 
thick red lines, faults as thin green lines and polylines as thin orange dotted lines. In the 
move / zoom mode, the display can be moved using cursor keys and zoomed by short-
cut keys PgUp or PgDn. If only basic objects have to be moved / zoomed, Ctrl with 
these keys can be used too. The step of moving and zooming can be changed with 
shortcut keys "1", "2", "3", "4" or "5". 

Additional displays can be performed using the items in the Display menu.  

- Labels and z-coordinates of XYZ points can be displayed using the menu item La-
bels (shortcut key N) Z-coordinates (shortcut key K), respectively. 

- The menu item Color scale (shortcut key Alt+S) displays points (and labels and / 
or z-coordinates, if they are displayed) in colours indicating their z-values. 

- Mesh scale (shortcut key Ctrl+S) enables to display a square mesh showing dis-
tances (if the mesh has to be labelled, shortcut key Ctrl+E can be used). The sug-
gested size of the mesh can be altered by the user in the presented dialog.  

- Refresh (shortcut key R) is intended for restoring the basic display.  

- Objects in the background (see 4.2.8 Background) can be displayed using 
the Background menu item (shortcut key O).  

- Background colour can be switched between black and white using the menu 
item B/W background colour (shortcut key Ctrl+R).  

- If there are cross-sections saved in the file NAME.RZY (see 4.2.7 Cross-section 

display), they can be displayed using Saved cross-sections  (shortcut key Ctrl+C). 

4.2.2 Transformation of coordinates 

The coordinates x and y of the basic map objects (points, boundaries, faults and poly-
lines) can be transformed. Transformation functions are contained under the main menu 
Transformation: 

- The first one (Move to beginning of coordinate system, shortcut key Alt+0 
(zero)) moves coordinates of the basic map objects into the beginning of the coor-
dinate system – this means that the minimal x-coordinate and the minimal y-
coordinate is zero.  

- The next two, Transformation x[i]=MaxX-x[i]  (shortcut key Alt+Z) and Trans-
formation y[i]=MaxY-y[i]  (shortcut key Alt+Y), mirrors map objects according 
to the x axis or the y axis respectively. 

- Coordinates x and y can be interchanged using the item Interchange x and y co-
ordinates (shortcut key Alt+Z).  

- All objects can be rotated - counter clockwise using the menu item Rotation coun-
terclockwise (shortcut key Alt+U) or clockwise using the menu item Rotation 
clockwise  (shortcut key Ctrl+U). 

- The Scaling and translation menu item invokes the dialog box enabling to scale 
and translate all coordinates by specified constants. 

- The last item Save objects is intended for saving all objects into corresponding 
files (see 3.8 Formats of input and output files). 
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4.2.3 Interpolation 

The main menu item Interpolation enables to specify map objects, set interpolation 
parameters, run the interpolation process, compute isolines and so on. The subsequent 
paragraphs describe these functions. 

4.2.3.1 Objects for interpolation 

The first item in the Interpolation sub-menu contains a selection of map objects, which 
have to be entered into the interpolation process. They are Points, Added points, Poly-
lines, Faults and Boundaries (see section 3.6 Map objects).  

4.2.3.2 Interpolation parameters 

The quality of the surface generated by the program SURGEF can be changed in the 
dialog box invoked by Interpolation parameters menu item: 
 

 

Fig. 4.2.3: Dialog box for the specification of interpolation parameters. 

The first parameter Filter (the default value is 500) is intended for reducing input points 
if the number of points is very large and if there are points with a small horizontal dis-
tance between them. Usage of the parameter Filter was explained in paragraph 2.2.1 

Filtering of points XYZ. 

The parameter Smoothness (see paragraph 2.2.7 Smoothing) enables to control 
smoothness of a generated surface. The larger the value, the sharper interpolation is 
obtained. Typical values are:  

0,00 - 0,30 for smooth interpolation  
0,40 - 0,60 for normal interpolation (default value is 0,50)  
0,70 - 1,50 for sharp interpolation. 

A sharp/smooth model at local extremes can be improved by extending the smoothing 
parameter. Beginning from SurGe version 5.50, the smoothing parameter can have two 
formats: 
1) number 0,00 - 9,99, which is equivalent to the above described smoothing parameter   
2) number 100,00 - 999,99, where the first two digits divided by 10 determine a so 
called shape factor, which has an influence on the shape of the surface in the surround-
ing of sharp local extremes. The smallest value 1.0 means, the shape will not be 
changed and any greater value (1.1 - 9.9) means that the local extreme will be sharper. 
The remaining digits have the original meaning.  
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Remark: If the smoothing parameter has the first format, the shape factor has the default 
value 1.0. 

Parameter Accuracy (the default value is 1) is the percentage value from the differ-
ence 21 zz − . The role of this parameter was described in paragraph 2.2.8 Iteration cy-

cle.  

Enlargement is the grid size enlargement described in section 3.10 Running SUR-

GEF.EXE. If it is greater than 98, the program SURGEF computes it internally. 

The parameter Linear tensioning enables to set the degree (0-3) of linear tensioning 
(see 2.2.6 Linear tensioning and 3.4.2 Degrees of linear tensioning). The default value 
is 1. 

In most cases the number of iterations can be decreased (see 2.2.8 Iteration cycle) by 
the transformation bPa ji +⋅ ,
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The resulting surface is somewhat smoother, but the number of iterations is decreased 
by cca 30%. The check button Faster convergence enables this feature. 

The pull-down list Pre-defined parameters contains the list of interpolation / 
approximation modes and enables to set appropriate parameters for a selected mode. 
The modes and pre-defined parameters are: 

Mode  Filter Smoothness Accuracy Linear tensioning 

Trend Surface 30   0,1   90   0   

Smooth approximation 200   0,2   20   0   

Smooth interpolation 500   0,2   1   1   

Normal interpolation 500   0,5   1   1   

Sharp interpolation 500   200,7   1   1   

LES interpolation 1000   -0,5   1   1   

Digital model of terrain 1000   200,7   1   3   
 
Important note: The Trend surface and Smooth approximation set a special multiplier 
for the SMOOTHING parameter otherwise estimated by SURGEF. To deactivate this 
setting, the Normal interpolation item should be selected. 

4.2.3.3 Interpolation 

The interpolation / approximation process is started using the Calculate grid menu 
item. Firstly, the parameter file PAR.3D is created and then SURGEF is run in a new 
console window. The content of a typical console window running SURGEF is de-
scribed in section 3.10 Running SURGEF.EXE. 

4.2.3.4 Increasing the density of the grid 

There is the possibility to double the grid (using the menu item Double grid) once or 
more times. Z-values of newly created grid nodes are computed by means of quadratic 
interpolation. A doubled grid provides better isolines and it can be used for the creation 
of an extra smooth surface. Of course, each doubling creates a file four times greater in 
size. 
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4.2.3.5 Calculation of isolines 

Before displaying, isolines must first be calculated. The calculation is invoked by the 
menu item Calculate isolines. The following dialog appears: 
 

 
 
The meaning of individual items in this dialog is apparent, but four points should be 
emphasized: 
- Only the isolines having a level divisible by the divisor will be labelled. 
- If a small difference between isolines is selected, the calculation can last from sev-

eral seconds to minutes. 
- The calculated isolines are stored in the binary file NAME.VRs where the s is a 

suffix (see paragraph 3.8.1 Convention for file names) and then they are immedi-
ately displayed. 

- If the surface is later created with different interpolation / approximation parame-
ters, the isolines should be recalculated to correspond to the actual surface. 

An example of printed isolines is in figures 2.4.2b, 2.4.2c and 2.4.2d. 

4.2.3.6 Blanking grid outside the boundary 

The function Blank grid outside boundary is intended for cancelling values of the grid 
nodes located outside the boundary. To obtain isolines only inside the boundary, 
the calculation of isolines must be then performed again. Examples of this function are 
in sections 5.4 Wedging out of layer and 5.6 Digital model of terrain. 

4.2.3.7 Cutting off extreme values 

The function Substitute below enables to substitute all z-values of the surface, which 
are less than a specified constant, by this constant. For example, negative values of the 
grid nodes can be substituted with zero. A similar function has the menu item Substi-
tute above. An example of this function is in section 5.1 Zero-based maps. 

4.2.3.8 Mathematical calculations with grids 

The menu item Math calculation with grids starts a dialog box enabling to perform 
some calculations with all nodes of grids. It is assumed that the first operand is the ac-
tual surface and the second one is a previously created surface defined by the suffix. If 
the second operand is not defined (the suffix is empty), it is assumed to be a constant 
(specified in the following dialog box). The result of the operation is indicated by one 
character with the following meaning: 
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Operand  Result 

~  Negation 

+  Addition 

-  Subtraction 

*  Multiplication 

:  Division 

m  Minimum 

M  Maximum 

a  Average 

$  the first operand; if the second is greater than the first, then average 

%  the second operand; if the second is greater than the first, then average 

w  weighted average (the weights are specified in the following dialog box) 

d  derivative computed as the size of gradient vector   

Examples of these functions can be found in sections 5.4 Wedging out of a layer and 
5.5 Maps of thickness and volume calculations. 

4.2.3.9 Data analysis 

The Data analysis menu item runs only the first part of SURGEF.EXE to get essential 
information about filtering, grid sizes and expected maximal gradient. Then it displays 
the following dialog box: 

 

The first and second items inform about the number of points before and after the filtra-
tion process. If the grid size is smaller than the Minimal grid size set by filter, there is 
a high probability that the iteration process will not converge. The Suggested grid size 
is a grid size suggested by SURGEF.EXE. The Comment contains a verbal description 
of data analysis results and some suggestions.  

The edit box Filter enables to change the actual setting of the filter (and, for example, 
to run Data analysis again to observe its influence). The Target grid size has two pur-
poses:  

1. If interpolation with a trend surface is performed, this grid size will be used without 
respect to the state of the Use check box.  

2. If the check box Use is switched on, this grid size will be used for the next interpola-
tion / approximation and for the next data analysis.  
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The items Normal, Linear, Convex and Auto in the Trend surface group box are in-
tended only for interpolation with a trend surface (see the next paragraph). 

4.2.3.10 Interpolation with a trend surface 

Interpolation with a trend surface runs SURGEF.EXE two or three times. The first 
run creates a trend surface with a small grid having the following properties: 

- the grid size of the small grid is between 80 and 160 or between 40 and 80 or be-
tween 20 and 40 – it depends on the selection of the Preservation of extrapolation 
trend parameter 1, 2 or 3 in the provided dialog box 

- the Target grid size (see the previous section) is the 2n multiple of the small grid 
size. 

The second (third) run reads the created grid of the trend surface doubled n-times and 
then performs a modified interpolating algorithm as described in section 3.10 Running 

SURGEF.EXE. Using this procedure the trend surface is involved in the interpolation, 
meaning that the resulting surface keeps a proper trend in areas without points. It is rec-
ommended to perform data analysis before interpolation with a trend surface and to set 
a desired Target grid size. 

An example of interpolation with a trend surface is in paragraph 2.4.3 Conservation of 

an extrapolation trend and in section 5.2 Extrapolation outside the XYZ points do-

main. 

4.2.4 Display of surface 

2D displays of the created surface can be performed using the following items in the 
Display menu.  

- Isolines can be displayed (assuming that they were calculated) using the 
item Isolines or by the shortcut key I.  

- The surface can also be represented as a colour raster map using Colour Map 
(shortcut key C). 

- The menu item Shadowed relief (shortcut key Alt+Q) enables to display a shad-
owed colour map improving the 3D feel of the display (see figure 4.2.4); the angle 
and intensity of the shadow is specified in the presented dialog. 

- The colour of the base objects (points XYZ, labels, z-coordinates, boundaries, faults 
and polylines) can be switched using Change colour (shortcut key Ctrl+A) in or-
der to achieve better visibility of these objects on the colour map.  

- There are three items related to the gradient display. The first one, Gradient in 
nodes, shows gradient as short oriented line segments starting at the nodes of the 
grid. The second one, Gradient in isolines, shows similar line segments starting 
along the isolines (only if isolines have been calculated). In both cases the user can 
change (in the provided dialog box) the multiplier constant (default 100) specifying 
the length of the line segments and the frequency (default 2). For example, fre-
quency=2 means, the gradient line segments will start in every second node. When 
the function Gradient lines is selected, the program enters digitisation mode. In 
this mode the cursor has the shape of a little cross and the cursor keys move the 
cursor (and not the map). The gradient lines (starting from the cursor position) can 
be displayed using the shortcut key Alt+G. 
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Fig. 4.2.4: Difference between colour map and shadowed colour map display. 

4.2.5 3D display 

The menu item Display / 3D view is intended for displaying and viewing the created 
surface in 3D from different angles and different elevations. In this case the surface is 
firstly stored to the file NAMEF.GRs and then is read again. Before reading the sur-
face, there is a possibility of changing the step of reading node values. The default step 
value is 1, which means, that all grid nodes will be displayed. A value of 2 means, that 
every other grid node will be displayed and so on. Higher values enable to display a 
sparser grid. 

Cursor keys can be used for moving the 3D view around the screen, shortcut keys PgDn 
and PgUp are intended for zooming. 

In the 3D view mode there is a special menu having the following items:  

- The surface can be displayed without colours (Display wireframe surface, short-
cut key S), with colours (Display colour surface, shortcut key C) or as a shadowed 
colour surface:  

- Shortcut key E displays the surface with pure colours and clears all shadows. 

- Shortcut key Alt+Q adds shadows with angle and intensity specified in the 
presented dialog. It can be used several times with different angles and intensi-
ties to achieve nice lighting effects. 

- Shortcut key W displays the surface with the actual settings of shadows (after 
rotation, zoom, …).  

- The horizontal angle of the view is changed by Rotate counterclockwise  (shortcut 
key A) or Rotate clockwise (shortcut key Shift+A).  

- The vertical angle can be changed by Rotate up  (shortcut key B) or Rotate down 
 (shortcut key Shift+B). The items Increase z-scale (shortcut key Z) and Decrease 
z-scale  (shortcut key Shift+Z) are intended for increasing and decreasing the su-
perelevation, respectively.  

- The item Display / hide labels  (shortcut key K) switches on/off the display of 
point labels. 
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- Background colour can be changed using B/W background colour (shortcut key 
Ctrl+R). 

Step of angles, moving and zoom can be changed with shortcut keys "1", "2" and "3". 
The horizontal and vertical angles of view can also be changed by clicking and holding 
the left mouse button and moving the mouse. 

4.2.6 Digitisation 

Digitisation is intended for manipulating basic map objects. After selecting one of the 
items Points, Boundaries, Faults or Polylines in the menu Digitisation, the program 
enters digitisation mode with a special menu. In this mode the cursor has the shape of a 
little cross and cursor keys change the position of the cursor (and not the position of the 
map as in the basic move / zoom display mode). The step of the cursor movement can 
be changed with shortcut keys "1", "2", "3", "4" or "5". Of course, the location of the 
cursor can be changed using the mouse too. While the cursor is being moved, the main 
window bar shows the coordinates of the cursor. 

4.2.6.1 Points 

The menu Points enables to add or delete points XYZ or change their z-coordinate. A 
new point is specified by the cross cursor position when the left mouse button or the 
shortcut key B is pressed. The point next to the cursor position is deleted using the right 
mouse button or the shortcut key Ctrl+B. The shortcut key Shift+B is intended for set-
ting a new z-coordinate of the point, which is next to the cursor position. 

4.2.6.2 Boundaries 

The menu item Boundaries is intended for creating and correcting boundaries. Bounda-
ries are handled as a horizontal polyline.  

The shortcut key Ctrl+H ends the definition of one boundary and starts a new one. A 
new point of the boundary polyline (including the first one) is defined by the position of 
the cursor when the shortcut key H is pressed. The last entered point can be deleted us-
ing the shortcut key D. The shortcut key U is intended for closing the boundary (for 
creating a boundary as a closed curve). Any point of the boundary can be marked using 
the shortcut key Shift+H and then moved to a new position by the shortcut key M. The 
last item under the menu Boundaries creates a boundary as a convex envelope (convex 
hull) of points XYZ. The number entered in the following dialog box enables to scale the 
convex envelope. Using this feature the size of the interpolation function domain can be 
changed and grid values outside of the convex envelope can be removed – see section 

5.6 Digital model of terrain. 

4.2.6.3 Polylines 

Spatial polylines can be digitised using the menu Polylines.  

The shortcut key Ctrl+L ends the creation of one polyline and starts another. A new 
point is defined using the shortcut key L, the last entered point can be deleted using the 
shortcut key D. As in the case of the boundary, the polyline can be closed using the 
shortcut key U.  

When defining a new point, the corresponding z-coordinate must be specified in the 
provided dialog box. If the z-coordinates of the polyline are to be the same, there is the 
possibility to predefine a constant z-coordinate using the shortcut key F. This function 
can be cancelled using the shortcut key Ctrl+F.  
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Any point of the polyline can be marked using the shortcut key Shift+L and then moved 
to a new position by the shortcut key M.   

If a polyline is created, it is necessary to set its number of internal points. In fact, SUR-
GEF does not work with polylines directly – it works only with the points, which are 
evenly distributed along the polyline. To specify the number of these points, move the 
cross cursor near the polyline and press the shortcut key P. Then in the provided dialog 
box enter the number of internal points (typical values are 50 - 200). 

4.2.6.4 Faults 

The menu item Faults enables to edit sequences of line segments (in horizontal plain), 
at which the resulting surface has to be discontinuous. Each fault is defined by a pair of 
points. A new point of the fault is specified by the cursor position when the shortcut key 
Z is pressed. The fault can be deleted using the shortcut key D – the one whose centre is 
closest to the cursor position. The position of the fault end point can be changed by the 
shortcut key Shift+Z. 

4.2.6.5 Isolines 

In the digitisation mode there is also the possibility to modify isolines. The first func-
tion, Mark isoline  (shortcut key X), serves for selecting an isoline. After selection, the 
isoline is represented by a sequence of white points. If the display is (due to operations) 
damaged, it can be restored using the menu item Redraw modified isoline  (shortcut 
key A).  

The selected isoline can be smoothed (Smooth isoline, shortcut key S) as a whole, or 
partially (Smooth between points, shortcut key V) between the points selected using 
the menu items Mark first point  (shortcut key Alt+1) and Mark second 
point (shortcut key Alt+2).  

There is also the possibility to mark a single isoline point (Mark point, shortcut key 
Shift+I) and to move it (Move point, shortcut key M). A certain number (the number 
can be changed using Change number n, shortcut key Ctrl+Q) of isoline points can be 
moved by Move n points (shortcut key Q). The modified isoline can be saved to the file 
NAME.VRz using the menu item Save modified isoline  (shortcut key Ctrl+I). Write 
marked isoline (shortcut key W) enables to store the selected isoline as the ASCII file 
IZ.$$$. 

4.2.6.6 Cross-sections 

The menu Cross-section enables to specify a polyline in the plane (x,y), which defines 
the cross-section through the created surface. The first or next point of the cross-section 
can be specified using the menu item Point of cross-section line (shortcut key G). 
Points are displayed in red. A polyline connecting the red points is displayed using the 
menu item Display cross-section line (shortcut key E). All specified cross-section 
points can be deleted by Delete specified cross-section  (shortcut key Ctrl+G) and then 
a new cross-section can be defined. In the cross-section mode (see below), there is a 
possibility to save the position of the cross-section and name it with a single letter. The 
function Select saved cross-section (shortcut key Shift+G) enables to select one or 
more saved cross-sections. When the cross-section is defined, the shortcut key Enter is 
used for creating the cross-section through the surface(s) and entering cross-section 
mode. 
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4.2.7 Cross-section display 

Cross-section mode is invoked by the menu item Cross-section / Display cross-section 
(shortcut key Enter) in the digitisation mode. The following dialog box appears: 

 

The suffix convention (see paragraph 3.8.1 Convention for file names) enables to cre-
ate a cross-section through several surfaces (layers). In the presented dialog box, the 
suffix of the surface and a short description can be specified. The cross-section is con-
structed through all specified surfaces and displayed in a 2D plot (see for example fig-
ure 2.3).  

There is a special menu in the cross-section mode. The title of the plot and description 
of axes can be modified using menu items Graph title (shortcut key N), Description of 
x axis  (shortcut key X) and Description of y axis  (shortcut key Y). The range of the y 
axis can be changed by Change range of y axis (shortcut key Ctrl+Y).  

The last menu item, Save cross-section (shortcut key U) enables to save the position of 
the cross-section polyline to the file NAME.RZY for later use in the digitisation mode 
(see the previous paragraph). The name of the cross-section must be specified as a sin-
gle character A-I. 

4.2.8 Background 

In some cases it is useful to display texts and some characteristic terrain lines and / or 
objects to improve orientation in the map. For this purpose, there is a special digitisation 
level named Background under the menu Digitisation. Objects of background are han-
dled as polylines and the following functions (contained in the special menu) for creat-
ing, changing or deleting objects from background can be used: 

Start new object (Ctrl+B) 
  - ends construction of the current object and starts construction of a new one. 

New point of object (B)  
  - a new point of a polyline is specified at the cursor position. 

Delete last point  (D)  
  - the last specified point is deleted. 

Close polygon  (U)  
  - the next point will be at the same position as the first point of the polyline. 

Mark point  (Shift+B)  
  - change the colour of the nearest point of the polyline to the cursor to white. 
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Move point  (M)  
  - move marked point to a new position. 

New text (T)  
  - specify text string, font size, font thickness, font colour and text orientation. 

Change text (Shift T)  
  - change text string, font size, font thickness, font colour and text orientation. 

Three functions are intended for manipulation with whole objects: 

Select object/text (S)  
  - select / unselect the object next to the cursor. The selected object is displayed in pur-
ple. 

Move selected object/text  (Ctrl+M)  
  - move whole object; the moving vector is given by the marked point and the cursor 
position. 

Delete selected object/text  (Ctrl+D)  
  - delete selected object. 

All background objects can be saved to the file NAME.BG with the last menu 
item Save background (shortcut key W). 

4.2.9 Finite difference model grid 

The function Model grid in the menu Digitisation enables to create or to modify an 
irregular rectangular grid for a mathematical finite difference model, for example 
MODFLOW. The program switches into a special digitisation mode with its own menu. 
In the menu there is a list of shortcut keys, which can be used for creating an irregular 
rectangular grid: 

Add column (shorcut key X) 
- a column line is added at the cursor position 

Add row (shorcut key Y) 
- a row line is added at the cursor position 

Delete column (shortcut key Ctrl X) 
- the column near the cursor position is deleted 

Delete row (shortcut key Ctrl Y) 
- the row near the cursor position is deleted 

Mouse adds / deletes columns (activated using shortcut key Shift X) 
- clicking the left mouse button adds a column and the right mouse button deletes the 
nearest column 

Mouse adds / deletes rows (activated using shortcut key Shift Y) 
- clicking the left mouse button adds a row and the right mouse button deletes the near-
est row 
Delete whole grid (shortcut key Ctrl Z)  
- the whole grid is deleted and a new one can be created  

Display background (shortcut key O) 
- background objects (see the previous paragraph) are displayed 

Save modelled grid (shortcut key W) 
- the model grid is stored in the ASCII file NAME.XY  (see 4.2.11.2 Finite difference 

model grid) 

Automatic grid generation (shortcut key A)  
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- a grid is generated automatically in dependence on two parameters entered by the user 
– the minimal block size and block size increment. The algorithm for automatic grid 
generation tries to ensure, that all points XYZ are as close to the grid block centre as 
possible and the size of grids uniformly increases in areas without points. A simple ex-
ample of such a grid is in figure 4.2.9. 
  

 

Fig. 4.2.9: Automatically created finite element model grid. 
 
In addition to coordinates of grid lines the file NAME.XY also contains the list of 
points with grid coordinates (for example the uppermost point in figure 4.2.9 has grid 
coordinates 3 1 and the rightmost point has grid coordinates 40 9), which are important 
for the location of points (such as wells) in the mathematical model. 

4.2.10 Output 

The items under the Output menu are intended for the output of grid files in various 
formats extending the SurGe usability and compatibility with some GIS and gridding / 
mapping systems. Support for additional systems are solved as a set of stand-alone con-
version utilities (see section 4.3 Supported map formats). 
The following list contains a short description of individual menu items.  

Grid as ASCII file  

Z-values of the surface are stored in ASCII format in the file NAME.GRs. This format 
is compatible with the grid file format used by Surfer (Golden Software) – see section 
3.8.6 Grids. 

Remark: A grid compatible with Surfer (stored in ASCII format) can be read using the 
menu item File / Read grid from ASCII file. 

Grid as GRASS file  

Z-values of the surface are stored in ASCII format in the file NAMEs.TXT. This file, 
compatible with GRASS GIS system, can be imported as a raster file into LandSerf, a 
free application for the visualization and analysis of surfaces. 

Grid as ArcGIS file  

Z-values of the surface are stored in ASCII format in the file NAMEs.GRD. This file 
format is compatible with the popular ArcGIS system and it is supported by most grid-
ding / mapping systems.   

Z-values at points  

This function reads x and y coordinates from the specified input ASCII file, computes 
corresponding z values at the surface and writes the result (x, y and z values) into a 
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specified output file. The input file must contain x and y coordinates in the first two 
items of each row. The rest of the row is copied into an output file.  

The format of the input file rows must be:  
X  Y  [any-text]  
The format of the output file rows is:  
X  Y  Z  [any-text] 

Such a type of output provides a very important universal tool for transferring surface z 
values into any set of points located in the interpolation / approximation function do-
main. For example, if the x and y coordinates in the input file are triangle vertexes of an 
unstructured grid (for example the grid of a finite element model), then this tool pro-
vides conversion between structured and unstructured grids [III]. 

Grid as DAT file  

The grid values are stored in the format of the basic data file NAME.GDs (see para-
graph 3.8.2 Points). The file containing grid values in this format is also referred to a 
generic ASCII grid file and it is used in many GIS systems such as Global Mapper.  

Isolines as ASCII file  

The isolines are stored in the ASCII format file NAMEa.VRs. 

NPR file  

Surface values are interpolated into block centres of the model grid and stored in the 
ASCII file NAME.NPs. The model grid NAME.XY (see 4.2.9 Finite difference model 

grid) must exist. 

4.2.11 SurGe input / output files 

In addition to files used by SURGEF (see section 3.8 Formats of input and output 

files), SurGe uses some other files for input or output. These files comply to the conven-
tion rules for file names described in paragraph 3.8.1 Convention for file names and 
their format is described in the subsequent paragraphs. 

4.2.11.1 Isolines  

Isolines are stored in a binary file named NAME.VRs. Whenever the isolines are calcu-
lated, this file is created as a new one and the old one (if exists) is replaced. The file 
consists of the following records: 

Z N X 1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2, …, X N Y N 

where Z is the isoline level, N is the number of isoline points and  X1 Y 1 X 2 Y 2, …, 
XN Y N  are the coordinates of points creating the isoline. 

Isolines can also be stored as an ASCII file NAMEa.VRs (using the menu item Output 
/ Isolines as ASCII file) having the same format as the basic input file NAME.DTs. 

X1 Y 1 Z 
X2 Y 2 Z 
. 
. 

XN Y N Z 
. 
. 
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4.2.11.2 Finite difference model grid 

The finite difference model grid is saved in the ASCII file NAME.XY with the follow-
ing format: 

NX NY 
X1   X 2 …  X NX 
Y1   Y 2 …  Y NY 
DX1 DX 2 … DXNX-1 
DY1 DY 2 … DYNY-1 
 
IX 1 JY 1 LB 1 
IX 2 JY 2 LB 2 
. 
. 
IX M JY M LB M 

where NX and NY are numbers of grid columns and rows respectively, 
Xi  i=1,…,NX    are x-coordinates of the model grid lines, 
Yi  i=1,…,NY    are y-coordinates of the model grid lines, 
DXi  i=1,…,NX-1   are grid block sizes in the x direction, 
DYi  i=1,…,NY-1   are grid block sizes in the y direction, 
IX i  JY i    are model grid coordinates of a point having a label LBi . 

If the file NAME.XY exists, any map created within the project name NAME (speci-
fied by a suffix s) can be used for the creation of the ASCII file NAME.NPs, which 
contains surface values at centres of the finite difference model grid and which is saved 
as a matrix of real numbers containing NX-1  columns and NY-1  rows. 

4.2.11.3 Colour map and isoline levels 

To change the default setting for the colours in colour maps or for the levels of isolines, 
the user can specify the following files: 

NAME.CLs is an input ASCII file containing z-levels for a raster colour map. If this 
file does not exist, default levels and colours are used. The format of this file is:  

Z1  [C 1] [C 0]      
Z2  [C 2]      
Z3  [C 3]      
.      
.      

Zn  [C n]      

where Z1,...,Z n (0<n<27 ) are z-levels specified by the user and C0,C 1,...,C n     
(0<=Ci <61 ) are optional colour numbers (colour Ci  will be used between levels Zi  and     
Zi+1 ). If the colour number C0 (the default value is 1 – dark blue) is specified in the first 
row, it will be used below the level Z1. If there is a row without colour specification, the 
default colours will be selected. The following scale shows colours and their numbers 
used in SurGe. 

 

Fig. 4.2.11.3 Colour scale used in SurGe  
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NAME.CL is an input ASCII file with the same format and the same meaning as the 
file NAME.CLs. If this file exists in the working directory, it is used for all maps with 
the name NAME. But if there is also the file NAME.CLs in the working directory, it 
has precedence before the file NAME.CL for the map with the suffix s. 

NAME.LVs is an input ASCII file containing user-defined z-levels for isolines. The 
format of this file is:      

Z1      
Z2      
Z3      
.      
.      

Zn      

where Z1,...,Z n (1<=n<=700 ) are z-levels specified by the user. If the file exists, 
the levels in the file are used for the computation of isolines and the dialog for the speci-
fication of isoline levels is not displayed. 

NAME.LV is an input ASCII file with the same format and the same meaning as the 
file NAME.LVs. If this file exists in the working directory, it is used for all maps with 
the project name NAME. But if there is also the file NAME.LVs in the working direc-
tory, it has precedence before the file NAME.LV for the map with the suffix s. 

4.2.11.4 Cross-sections position 

As mentioned in paragraph 4.2.7 Cross-section display, the position of the cross-section 
may be saved for later use with the same surface or with related surfaces having the 
same domain and differing only by suffix. The cross-section position is saved in the 
ASCII file NAME.RZY containing one or more (but at most nine) lines with the for-
mat: 

L  n   X 1 Y 1   X 2 Y 2 … X n Y n 

where L is a character (A-I) designating the cross-section, n is the number of cross-
section points and  Xi  Y i are x and y coordinates of cross-section points. 

4.3 Supported map formats 

4.3.1 Review of supported map formats 

SurGe supports several map formats used by other mapping / gridding systems like 
GRASS or ArcGIS. Some of them are directly supported by SurGe, the others are sup-
ported by means of conversion command line utilities described in the next paragraph. 
The review of supported mapping / gridding systems and the type of their support fol-
lows.  
Surfer (Golden Software) grid format 
- input: menu item File / Read grid from ASCII file 
- output: menu item Output / Grid as ASCII file.  

7.5-minute DEM (USGS Digital Elevation Model) grid format 
- input: command line utility DEMGRD.EXE for converting a DEM file to a SurGe 
ASCII grid file and ASCII data file (see the next section Conversion command line 

utilities).  
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GRASS grid format 
- input: command line utility GRSGRD.EXE for converting of a GRASS ASCII grid 
file to a SurGe ASCII grid file and ASCII data file (see the next section 4.3.2 Conver-

sion command line utilities). 
- output: menu item Output / Grid as GRASS file. Can be used for example as a grid 
input in LandSerf, a free software for visualization and analysis of surfaces (see [S4]). 

ArcGIS ESRI grid format 
- input: command line utility ARCGRD.EXE for converting of a ArcGIS ASCII grid 
file to a SurGe ASCII grid file and ASCII data file (see the next section Conversion 

command line utilities). 
- output: menu item Output / Grid as ArcGIS file. Can be used for example as a grid 
input in LandSerf, a free software for visualization and analysis of surfaces (see [S4]).  
Generic ASCII grid file 
- output: menu item Output / Grid as DAT file. Can be used for example as a grid in-
put in DLGV32 (Global Mapper, see [S5]).  

ESRI Shapefile format 
- input: command line utility SHPDAT.EXE for converting an ESRI Shapefile format to 
SurGe data objects (see the next section). 

4.3.2 Conversion command line utilities  

The purpose of this package is to provide command line utilities for conversion between 
commonly used map formats and map objects used in the SurGe software. Up to now 
there are four utilities:  

DEMGRD.EXE 
Conversion from 7.5-minute DEM file to ASCII GRD file and ASCII 
basic input file. 

GRSGRD.EXE 
Conversion from GRASS grid file to ASCII GRD file and ASCII basic 
input data file. 

ARCGRD.EXE 
Conversion from ArcGIS grid file to ASCII GRD file and ASCII basic 
input data file. 

SHPDAT.EXE Conversion from ESRI Shapefile format to SurGe data objects. 

If requested by users, the package will extend to other map file formats (of course, if 
there is a complete description of the map file format).  

4.3.2.1 DEMGRD  

Command line syntax:  DEMGRD name_of_DEM_file suffix   

Command line example:  

C:\DEMFILES>DEMGRD MSH.DEM a  
Enter resolution (minimum is 1): 2   
MSH.DEM is the name of DEM file 
a        is the suffix  

This command reads the DEM file MSH.DEM and creates files MSH.GRa (grid in 
ASCII format) and MSH.DTa (basic input data). 

A 7.5-minute DEM file contains a grid file, where the size of each grid block is 30x30 
meters. The number of grid nodes can be greater than 300000 (the maximum number of 
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input points for SurGe) – that is why DEMGRD asks for "resolution". In our example 
the resolution is 2, which means, each second node in the x and y direction is written in 
the MSH.DTa file. If, for example, the resolution is 3, then every third node is written 
and so on. 

The file MSH.DTa can be used as a basic input file for SurGe. The grid file MSH.GRa 
can be imported into SurGe using the menu item "File / Read grid from ASCII file".  

4.3.2.2 GRSGRD  

Command line syntax:  GRSGRD name_of_GRASS_file suffix   
Command line example: 

C:\DEMFILES>GRSGRD SFACE.TXT a 
Enter resolution (minimum is 1): 2   
SFACE.TXT is the name of GRASS ASCII grid file 
a          is the suffix  

This command reads the GRASS grid file SFACE.TXT and creates files SFACE.GRa 
(grid in ASCII format) and SFACE.DTa (basic input data). 

The number of grid nodes can be greater than 300000 (the maximum number of input 
points for SurGe) – that is why GRSGRD asks for "resolution". In our example the reso-
lution is 2, which means, each second node in the x and y direction is written in the 
SFACE.DTa file. If, for example, the resolution is 3, then every third node is written 
and so on. 

The file SFACE.DTa can be used as a basic input file for SurGe. The grid file 
SFACE.GRa can be imported into SurGe using the menu item "File / Read grid from 
ASCII file".  

4.3.2.3 ARCGRD  

Command line syntax:  ARCGRD name_of_ArcGIS_file suffix   
Command line example: 

C:\DEMFILES>ARCGRD SFACE.GRD a 
Enter resolution (minimum is 1): 2   
SFACE.GRD is the name of ArcGIS ASCII grid file 
a          is the suffix  
This command reads the ArcGIS grid file SFACE.GRD and creates files SFACE.GRa 
(grid in ASCII format) and SFACE.DTa (basic input data). 

The number of grid nodes can be greater than 300000 (the maximum number of input 
points for SurGe) – that is why ARCGRD asks for "resolution". In our example the 
resolution is 2, which means, each second node in the x and y direction is written in the 
SFACE.DTa file. If, for example, the resolution is 3, then every third node is written 
and so on. 

The file SFACE.DTa can be used as a basic input file for SurGe. The grid file 
SFACE.GRa can be imported into SurGe using the menu item "File / Read grid from 
ASCII file".  

4.3.2.4 SHPDAT  

Command line syntax:  SHPDAT name_of_Shapefile name_of_SurGe_file [a]  
Command line example: 

C:\SHAPEFILES>SHPDAT SHXYZ.SHP SHXYZ.DTa   
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SHXYZ.SHP is the name of Shapefile 
SHXYZ.DTa is the name of SurGe basic input file.  
This command reads X,Y and Z coordinates contained in the binary file SHXYZ.SHP 
and writes them in the ASCII file SHXYZ.DTa, which can be used as a basic input file 
for SurGe. 

SHPDAT can convert not only points, but also boundaries, faults or polylines – it de-
pends on the type of shape in the Shapefile (see [S6]). The following types can be con-
verted:  

TYPE OF SHAPEFILE CONTENT SURGE OBJECT 

PointZ (type 11) X, Y and Z coordinates of points 
points XYZ (DTs) or  
added points (DBs) 

Polyline (type 3) or  
Polygon (type 5) 

X and Y coordinates of polyline(s) 
boundaries (HR) or  
faults (ZL) 

PolylineZ (type 13) or   
PolygonZ (type 15) 

X, Y and Z coordinates of polyline(s) spatial polylines (LNs) 

If, for example, a boundary is stored in two or more Shapefiles, parameter a can be used 
to create a single SurGe boundary file: 

C:\SHAPEFILES>SHPDAT SHBOUND1.SHP SHBOUND.HR 

C:\SHAPEFILES>SHPDAT SHBOUND2.SHP SHBOUND.HR a 

SHPDAT distinguishes between a boundary and faults according to used extension in 
the output file name (HR or ZL) and creates appropriate data format.  

4.4 Calculation of volumes 
VOLUME is a dialog-based programme, which enables to calculate the volume be-
tween two surfaces created by SurGe. It can be run from Surge Project Manager (see 4.1 

Project manager) and looks like this: 
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The usage of VOLUME is easy, but some points should be emphasized:  

• Both upper and lower surfaces cannot be specified as constants. At least one sur-
face must be specified as a grid file. 

• If both surfaces are specified as grid files, the grids must have the same sizes and 
the same domains.  

• The volume can be limited by planes defined in a separate file. The name of file is 
arbitrary, but it must have the following format: 
B1 
X1 Y 1 Z 1 
X2 Y 2 Z 2 
X3 Y 3 Z 3 
B2 
X1 Y 1 Z 1 
X2 Y 2 Z 2 
X3 Y 3 Z 3 
. 
.  

where 
X1 Y 1 Z 1, X2 Y 2 Z 2  and  X3 Y 3 Z 3  are coordinates of three points defining the 
plane, 
Bi =1, if the volume has to be calculated above the plane, 
Bi =0, if the volume has to be calculated below the plane.  

• If a file containing the boundary is specified, grid nodes outside the boundary are 
not involved into volume computation.  

• The grid obtained as a result of volume computation can be saved as a file. The 
name of the file is VLf.GRa. There is also a possibility to specify a file containing 
x and y coordinates. Then VOLUME will create the file VL.DTa with the same x 
and y coordinates and z values corresponding to the grid.  

An example of volume calculation is in section 5.5 Maps of thickness and volume cal-

culations. 
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Chapter 5 

Solving special tasks 
 
In the next sections there are examples of interpolation problems, which need special 
procedures to be solved. Most of the procedures are directly coded in the graphical user 
interface SurGe but some procedures are solved using stand-alone utilities.  

5.1 Zero-based maps 
Certain types of maps (for example maps of pollutant concentration in some area, maps 
of precipitation, maps of rock porosity or permeability and so on) have a common fea-
ture – their z-values cannot be negative. Let us name these maps as zero-based maps.  

If a smooth interpolation is used for such types of maps, there is a real “danger” that the 
resulting function will be negative in some regions. As discussed in paragraph 2.4.1 

Smoothness of interpolation and oscillations, undesired oscillations and improper ex-
tremes cannot be avoided in such cases. For this reason, the graphical user interface 
SurGe offers a possibility (using the menu item Substitute below) to substitute all z-
values of the surface, which are less than a specified constant (for example zero) by this 
constant. Similarly, the menu item Substitute above enables to “cut off” values of the 
surface exceeding the specified constant. 
As an example of a zero-based map we will use the data set CONC.DTa containing sul-
phate concentration measured in a soil layer. An interesting comparison of results ob-
tained using different interpolation methods provides an evaluation of how maximal and 
minimal z-values of points XYZ were exceeded by the generated surface. As in all pre-
ceding examples, the Kriging method was used with the linear model and zero nugget 
effect, the Radial basis function method with the multiquadric basis functions and zero 
smoothing parameter and the Minimum curvature method were used with a tension of 
0,1.  

These are summarized in the following table. 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The difference between the surfaces created using the Kriging and Radial basis function 
methods is less than 1,0E-7 – that is why the results in the table are the same for these 
methods. 

The next figure contains maps obtained using the ABOS and Kriging method. In both 
cases negative values were substituted with zero values. According to the opinion of 
many SurGe users, “pits” and “circular” contours in the surface generated by the 
Kriging method are undesirable. 

interpolation method exceeding the 

minimal value 

exceeding the 

maximal value 

Kriging -18,8455 -4,4299 

Radial basis functions -18,8455 -4,4299 

Minimum curvature -46,4989 +0,7771 

ABOS, q=0,5 -24,7731 +1,9323 

ABOS, q=3,0 -16,6539 +1,8871 
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Fig. 5.1: Map of sulphate concentration created using the ABOS and Kriging method. 

5.2 Extrapolation outside the XYZ points domain 
The extrapolation properties of the ABOS method was examined in paragraph 2.4.3 

Conservation of an extrapolation trend. Let us note that we only examined the domain 
determined by points XYZ. In the next example (see figure 5.2a), aerodynamic resis-
tance data measured at a small part of a racing car body [XXI] was interpreted to obtain 
results outside the domain determined by points XYZ.  
 

 

Fig. 5.2a: Aerodynamic resistance data measured at a small part of a racing car body. 

As the picture indicates, the desired domain of the interpolation function set by the 
boundary (red rectangle) exceeds the domain defined by the points XYZ. The boundary 
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was set so that the aerodynamic resistance could be estimated aside the data on the left 
and bottom. The interpreter tested several interpolation methods available in the Surfer 
software but without satisfactory result. 
As explained in paragraph 4.2.3.10 Interpolation with a trend surface, SurGe imple-
ments a special procedure enabling to conserve the extrapolation trend. This procedure 
was implemented to the examined data with the result represented in figure 5.2.b. For 
comparison, figures 5.2.c and 5.2.d contains results from the Kriging and Minimum 
curvature methods, which were not accepted as satisfactory.  
 
 

 

Fig. 5.2.b: Aerodynamic resistance data interpolated by SurGe. 
 
 

 

Fig. 5.2.c: Aerodynamic resistance data interpolated by the Kriging method. 
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Fig. 5.2.d: Aerodynamic resistance data interpolated by the Minimum curvature 
method. 

 

5.3 Seismic measurement 
The processing of seismic data is one of the most significant tasks for geologists if they 
have to create a geological map of some underground rock structure. The typical results 
of seismic measurement are times at which reflected sound waves return from a certain 
boundary between different types of rock. These times are, of course, measured from 
some datum level and they are usually recorded using a dense mesh covering the area of 
interest with a typical number of nodes between 10000 and 100000.  
Because the homogeneity of covering rocks cannot be assumed and the speed of sound 
waves in covering rocks is unknown or known only approximately, the measurement 
must be supported by precise depth values usually measured at exploration wells. In 
general, the interpreter has to work with two sets of data – the first one is the dense 
mesh of reflection times and the second one is the measurement of rock structure depth 
at wells. Let us note that the number of wells is usually small in comparison to the 
number of points at which the reflection time is measured. 
To demonstrate the interpretation of seismic measurement we will use the data set 
SEISM1.DTc containing reflection times – the corresponding grid is shown in the next 
figure. 
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Fig. 5.3.a: Grid of reflection times created from the SEISM1.DTc data set. 
 
The file SEISM1.DTc contains reflection times in the range from 1736 to 1875 seconds 
at 25853 points. It is obvious that the lower the value of reflection time, the higher the 
position of the rock structure boundary. 
The depth of the rock structure was also measured at 14 wells and the results were 
stored in the file containing the second data set SEISM1.DTa – see the next list of the 
file content. 
 1225.976  2339.511  -2246  W-01 
  837.871  2270.595  -2250  W-02 
  428.004  2118.255  -2271  W-03 
  859.634  1878.863  -2272  W-04 
  181.357  1519.776  -2292  W-05 
 1940.525  2187.171  -2277  W-06 
 2738.498  2292.358  -2255  W-07 
 2981.517  2375.783  -2238  W-08 
 3344.232   935.805  -2338  W-09 
 2121.882   812.481  -2317  W-10 
  493.292   500.547  -2309  W-11 
 1519.776  1733.777  -2267  W-12 
 3663.421  2143.645  -2264  W-13 
 2999.652  2172.662  -2252  W-14 

As follows from the list, the range of depths is -2338 to -2238 meters. As a rule, the 
depth of a geological structure has a negative value measured from some datum plane 
(for example sea-level). 

The standard procedure of seismic data processing is the following: 

1. The map of reflection times is created. 
2. For all wells the sound speed is calculated from known structure depth and re-

flection time at the well. 
3. The velocities known at well positions are used for the creation of the so-called 

velocity map. 
4. The velocity map is multiplied by the map of reflection times and thus the map 

of depths is obtained. 

The SURGEF offers another solution: to create a depth map directly from the structure 
depths at wells using the reflection time grid as an external grid. This means that the 
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grid containing the map of reflection times SEISM1f.GRc is copied (renamed) into the 
file SEISM1f.GRa and this grid is read at the beginning of the interpolation process. It 
may seem to be strange especially if we realize that the reflection times are positive 
values while the structure depths are negative. Let us have a closer look at the proce-
dures performed by SURGEF. 

Firstly, SURGEF is run for the data set SEISM1.DTa and it is instructed to read the 
external grid SEISM1f.GRa (which is a copy of SEISM1f.GRc and represents the map 
of reflection times) by answering Y to the prompt: 

READ FILE .GRD? (Y/N) [N] Y 

Then SURGEF changes this grid using the linear transformation bPa ji +⋅ ,
�

jiP , , 

where the constants a and b minimize the term 2

1

)),(( i

n

i

ii DZbYXfa −+⋅∑
=

, as de-

scribed in section 2.2.8 Iteration cycle. 

In this case the constant a was computed as the negative number -1.160139 and together 
with b (-217.38) changed the grid so that the sum of squared differences between the 
new surface and structure depths at wells is minimal. As expected there were some dif-
ferences between the new surface and the structural depths at wells because of hetero-
geneity of covering rocks; however these differences were used in the next iteration 
cycle (cycles) as in the normal interpolation process. 

As a result, the new surface passes through negative z-coordinates of structural depths 
while conserving the morphology corresponding to the reflection times. 
 

 

Fig. 5.3.b: Surface created directly from the seismic reflection times. 
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5.4 Wedging out of a layer 
Construction of layer geometry is one of the basic tasks in reservoir engineering. The 
boundaries between individual layers are constructed as surfaces passing through struc-
tural depths (z-coordinates) measured in wells. As explained in section 5.3 Seismic 

measurement, layer construction may be combined with seismic measurement, if it is 
available.  

If there is a small layer thickness indicated in some wells, no algorithm for smooth in-
terpolation can ensure that the bottom layer boundary will not exceed the top layer 
boundary. Figures 5.4a and 5.4b illustrates such a situation – in figure 5.4a there is a top 
layer boundary (contained in the file GRES.DTa) and bottom layer boundary (contained 
in the file GRES.DTb) of a gas reservoir structure including the position of the cross-
section A-A’, where the bottom layer boundary exceeds the top one (see figure 5.4b). 
Such a phenomenon suggests that a so-called wedging out of layer (which is common in 
geology) should be interpreted.  

 

Fig. 5.4a: Maps of the top and bottom layer boundary. 
 

 

Fig. 5.4b: Cross-section A-A’ through the top and bottom layer boundary. 
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This problem can be effectively solved in the SurGe graphical interface using mathe-
matical operations offered in the dialog Math calculation with grids (see 4.2.3.8 

Mathematical calculations with grids), where selected binary mathematical operation 
is performed for all z-values at nodes of grids representing the two surfaces.  

There are two mathematical operations represented by characters $ and %, which can be 
utilized for solving the wedging out of layer problem. In the case of the first operation 
($) the resulting value is the z-value of the first surface, but if the z-value of the second 
surface is greater, the resulting value is the average. In the case of the second operation 
(%) the resulting value is the z-value of the second surface, but if the z-value of the sec-
ond surface is greater than the z-value of the first surface, the resulting value is the av-
erage. 

Both mentioned operations were applied for the presented surfaces and the resulting 
new surfaces were stored with new suffixes 1 and 2. Figure 5.4c contains the cross-
section A-A’ through the new surfaces indicating that the wedging out of layer problem 
was properly solved. 

 

 

Fig. 5.4c: Cross-section A-A’ through the top and bottom layer boundary after solving 
the wedging out of layer problem. 

  

5.5 Maps of thickness and volume calculations  
To demonstrate this feature an example concerning the estimate of new snow volume in 
an avalanche field after an avalanche event is presented. Two data sets [VI] were avail-
able for solving this problem – AVALAN.DT0 containing the measurement of snow 
surface before the avalanche event and AVALAN.DT1 containing the measurement of 
snow surface after the avalanche event. 

In figure 5.5a there are two maps of snow surfaces created from the above-mentioned 
files corresponding to the situation before and after the avalanche event; the white line 
is an assumed boundary of the avalanche field.  
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Fig. 5.5a: Snow surface before (on the left) and after (on the right) the avalanche event. 

There are no visible differences between both surfaces, but as soon as the first surface is 
subtracted from the second (using the menu item Interpolation / Math calculation 
with grids), the map of the new snow thickness is obtained (see figure 5.5b). 

 

 

Fig. 5.5b: Thickness of the new snow layer. 

It is obvious from figure 5.5b that snow also increased outside the assumed boundary of 
the avalanche field – it was probably caused by the additional snow precipitation, crea-
tion of snow drifts and so on. 

To calculate the volume of new snow, the VOLUME utility (see 4.4 Calculation of 

volumes) can be used: 
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Fig. 5.5c: Calculation of new snow volume using the VOLUME utility. 

From figure 5.5c the following results are obtained: 
The volume of the new snow layer in the avalanche field is 484424 m3, the horizontal 
area of the avalanche field determined by the boundary is 293144 m2 and the maximal 
thickness of the new snow layer is 3.73 m. 

 

5.6 Digital model of terrain 
The digital model of terrain is a common term for computer processing of geodetic 
measurement. 

If the input data represents measurements from some terrain, it is usually suitable to use 
only linear tensioning with a small number for smoothing which is close to the Triangu-
lation with linear interpolation method – compare digital models of a stone quarry (see 
[S8]) in figures 5.6a and 5.6b. 

As a rule, characteristic points of terrain are measured – this means that the person per-
forming such a measurement surveys only points where the slope of terrain changes 
(tops, edges, valleys and so on). For interpretation of such data, the triangulation with 
linear interpolation method is usually used, so the ABOS method is applicable as well. 
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Fig. 5.6a: Digital model of the stone quarry created using the Triangulation with linear 
interpolation method. 

As pointed out in paragraph 1.2.1 Triangulation with linear interpolation, the domain 
of the triangulation method is restricted to the convex envelope of the points XYZ. To 
restrict the domain of the function constructed using the ABOS method by the same 
way, a boundary as a convex envelope was created (see 4.2.6.2 Boundaries) and nodes 
outside the boundary were set as undefined using the SurGe menu item Interpolation / 
Blank grid outside boundary. 

 

Fig. 5.6b: Digital model of the stone quarry created using the ABOS method. 
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5.7 Digital Elevation Model 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) is a standard (see [S9]) for the ASCII format of files 
containing digital geological and geographical data produced by the United States Geo-
logical Survey (USGS). It is supported by most GIS (geographic information system) 
applications such as Global Mapper, ARCGIS, GRASS, Geomatics, MapInfo, Inter-
graph, ERDAS and so on. 

The data is stored as arrays of regularly spaced elevation values referenced horizontally 
either to a Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection or to a geographic coordi-
nate system. The grid cells are spaced at regular intervals along south to north profiles 
that are ordered from west to east. 

In fact the DEM file is a grid file, because the elevation data (z-coordinates) are speci-
fied at nodes of a square grid (where the size of a grid square is 30 meters), but the for-
mat of this file is different from the format of a SurGe grid file.  

To display DEM files using SurGe, there is a stand-alone console utility DEMGRD  
(see 4.3.2 Conversion command line utilities) included in the SurGe software enabling 
to convert DEM files into ASCII Surfer grid files. Moreover, the DEMGRD utility cre-
ates the basic data file, because SurGe cannot read a grid file without the basic data file. 
Then the user of SurGe has two possibilities – to import the grid file using the menu 
item File / Read grid from ASCII file or to create a new grid from the basic data file. 

As an example of a DEM file displayed by the SurGe software there is an elevation 
model of mount Shasta in Northern California. 

 

 

Fig. 5.7: Digital elevation model of mount Shasta in Northern California. 
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5.8 Construction of model grid 
One of the most important applications of SurGe in my profession are projects of geo-
logical models of underground gas storages (UGS) in the Czech Republic. The geologi-
cal models were implemented for these storages: 

• Dolni Dunajovice 
• Lobodice 
• Stramberk 
• 9.-11. sarmatian layer in Tvrdonice 

SurGe was used for the map creation of both geological surfaces of layers and maps of 
rock properties such as porosity, permeability or net to gross ratio.  

Geological models had to be transferred into a 3D grid for a mathematical model in 
ECLIPSE (3D three phase model of fluid flow in porous media, see [S10]) which en-
ables to work with so-called corner point geometry (CPG) grids. A corner point geome-
try grid is formed by general hexahedrons and makes it possible to adapt the grid to the 
shape of a reservoir structure including curved boundaries, tectonic faults and wedging 
out of layers.  

An important concept in the construction of grid data for corner point geometry is the 
idea of “coordinate lines”. Coordinate lines are straight lines upon which all the cell 
corners must lie. Thus if there are NX cells in the x-direction and NY cells in the y-
direction, there will be (NX+1)*(NY+1) coordinate lines. Models of the above men-
tioned storages were created using vertical coordinate lines, but in more general grids 
they can be off-vertical to coincide with sloping faults (see the next figure). 

 

Fig. 5.8a: Construction of corner point geometry grids. 

The ECLIPSE digital representation of corner point geometry grid consists of data fol-
lowing two keywords COORD and ZCORN, which have to be included in the input 
data file. The keyword COORD introduces the data describing coordinate lines and the 
keyword ZCORN introduces the data describing z-coordinates of cell corners.  

To construct a model grid for ECLIPSE, three utilities have been developed:  

• EGRID is a simple graphical utility for interactive creation of a model grid hori-
zontal projection consisting of general quadrangles. 

• CPG is a console utility generating data for keywords COORD and ZCORN. As an 
input, the CPG utility uses the horizontal projection of the model grid created by 
the EGRID utility and surfaces of layers generated by SurGe. The surfaces of lay-
ers must be specified (using the suffix convention) in order of increasing depth be-
ginning from the most top layer, and the top surface of each layer must be specified 
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as the first. There may be interspaces between layers, which are considered to be 
impermeable and which are used for modelling of impermeable bands. 

• PROP is a console utility generating data for keywords, which describe rock prop-
erties, for example PORO (porosity), PERMX (permeability in the x direction), 
NTG (net to gross ratio), SGAS (gas saturation) and so on. As an input, the PROP 
utility uses the horizontal projection of the model grid created by the EGRID utility 
and maps of layer properties created by SurGe. Layers must be specified (using the 
suffix convention) in order of increasing depth beginning from the most top layer. 

An example of a complicated ECLIPSE model grid with faults, which was created using 
named utilities, is in the next two figures. The model consists of ten layers having very 
heterogeneous properties – porosity and permeability. As the geological model shows, 
there are “channels” with high porosity and permeability in the bottom layers where 
preferential fluid flow can be expected. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8b: Porosity of a geological model. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8c: Permeability of a geological model. 
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The previous two figures are hard-copies of screens displayed by GRIDV, an OpenGL 
application written as a post-processor for viewing and checking the ECLIPSE model 
results.  
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Conclusion 
 

The most important result of this work is the design and especially the computer im-
plementation of the new interpolation / approximation method ABOS for digital genera-
tion of surface passing through Z coordinates of points irregularly distributed in 3D 
Euclidean space. In contrast to sophisticated interpolation methods such as Radial basis 
functions, Kriging or Minimum curvature, the ABOS method does not fulfil any 
mathematical formulation such as linear combination of basis functions, statistical for-
mulation of the best linear unbiased estimate or requirement of minimal curvature of the 
resulting surface. Instead, it provides tools for modelling the resulting surface based on 
numerical tensioning and smoothing enabling to create a broad range of surface shapes 
and to accommodate the resulting surface according to the user’s conception. Moreover, 
the ABOS method makes it possible to solve large problems without the necessity to 
search points in a specified surrounding of the grid nodes and without the necessity to 
solve a system of equations. As for computational speed, ABOS is up to twenty times 
faster than methods based on solving equation systems, for example the Kriging 
method. 

The computer implementation SURGEF.EXE and namely the implementation of user 
graphical interface SurGe extends the applicability of the ABOS method and enables to: 

- create and manage projects containing many maps 

- easily change interpolation parameters and to experiment with surface shapes 

- filter input data 

- transform coordinates of map objects (points, faults, polylines, boundaries)  

- digitise map objects using mouse and keyboard 

- model discontinuity in the generated surface  

- perform mathematical calculations with surfaces  

- blank the grid nodes outside the boundary  

- double the grid using cubic polynomial interpolation between grid nodes 

- output z coordinates of the generated surface at any set of points from domain  

- calculate isolines and display them 

- display a raster colour map and 3D view of the resulting surface  

- display a shadowed colour map and shadowed 3D view 

- define and display cross-sections through several surfaces  

- compute and display gradient lines  

- solve special tasks using special procedures such as  
- wedging out of layers  
- preserving extrapolation trend in areas without data  
- direct conversion of seismic reflection times into the structural depth of layer 

boundary  
- creating layer thickness maps and volume calculations  

One of the most important applications of SurGe in my profession are projects of geo-
logical models of underground gas storages (UGS) in the Czech Republic. The geologi-
cal models were implemented for storages Dolni Dunajovice, Lobodice, Stramberk and 
9th – 11th sarmatian layer in Tvrdonice, where in all cases the ABOS method was ap-
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plied for the map creation of both geological surfaces of layers and rock properties such 
as porosity, permeability and net to gross ratio. 

Furthermore, the method was used for model creation of aquifer structures while proc-
essing remediation projects in localities CHZ Sokolov, Stráž pod Ralskem and Li-
coměřice. 
After more than three-years of publication through the medium of Internet WWW pages 
(see [13]) and through the medium of more than 300 software distributors (see List of 

selected SurGe distributors in References), the ABOS method and SurGe software has 
proven wide applicability. Now thousands of people worldwide use the software not 
only in traditional fields as reservoir engineering, geology and geophysics, but also in 
hydrology, geodesy, archeology, bathymetry, gravimetry, genetics, neurology, electron-
ics, aerodynamics or nuclear physics; some people use SURGEF.EXE as an interpola-
tion engine in their own mapping software (see [XXVI]). 
The first part of References contains references to some of the more than 1800 people 
who contacted me during the last three years to discuss or solve interpolation problems, 
to suggest improvements to SurGe or to explain inexplicit descriptions in the SurGe 
documentation. 
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